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FGLP (Freshmen Global Leadership Program)?

Learning Outside the Classroom

The program aims to nurture professionals with global leadership. As a unique global leadership
program of DGIST School of Undergraduate Studies, it provides freshmen and sophomores an
opportunity to study at world’s prestigious universities such as UC Berkeley, Stanford University
and Johns Hopkins University. Students take summer courses of 5-8 weeks, experiencing foreign
cultures and learning global mindship.

Undergraduate students participate in summer
study and research abroad programs
[August 2015]

A letter from UC Berkeley

Experience at UC Berkeley became my life’s compass
By Eun-ji Kim (freshman, School of Undergraduate Studies)
as professors. Not only that, the university’s

my life talking to a Korean student studying

high proportion of international students

at UC Berkeley whom I met coincidentally.

made me choose UC Berkeley as a place to

She answered my question “I do not know

spend my 8 weeks of summer.

what I am good at, what I really love to do

Other than academic achievements, I
learned priceless lessons from people I have

know what major to choose at first time, but

met in there. Especially, Professor John

I figured out that one thing very important

Fisher from acting class was so full of energy

is finding ‘for what I have to study and for

that he made every class an enjoyable game.

what I have to live.’ With a goal, your attitude

I still cannot forget his cry, “Fi-bo!” which

towards every moment will be changed.

gives a signal to everyone to change their

Finding your own and right goal can be

seats. The signal immediately refreshed

another key to find the answers.”

the sleepy air in the lecture room, and we
I learned more from the two months of

yet…” that “neither did I. I did not even

The valuable memories will remain in

became lively again. He is now a role model

my life as a compass to adjust direction of

FGLP compared to everything I have learned

of my life, as he showed me a terrific example

my future study and research, and I expect

during my last 20 years. I chose UC Berkeley

of a person who is truly enjoying one’s job,

my experiences at UC Berkeley will answer

for its variety of classes and academic excell-

which is my utmost goal.

countless questions that I might have to deal

ence with a huge number of Nobel Laureates

Furthermore, I found new direction of

with in the future.

A letter from Stanford

Challenge myself at Stanford
By Ha-youn Lee (freshman, School of Undergraduate Studies)
When I had to choose what university to
go for this summer session, Stanford seemed

I

n the end of June, 70 undergraduate students left Korea to participate in the 2-month study abroad programs at the University
of California (Berkeley), Stanford University, and Johns Hopkins University. This is the second year that DGIST carried out a

study abroad program as a part of the Freshmen Global Leadership Program (FGLP). Upon their study abroad in the United States,
participants took a step forward as well-rounded global leaders taking various courses, including Physics, Chemistry, Biology,
Politics, Economics, and Communication.
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which accommodates 10 students only.
Every week, we had to debate about diffe-

very attractive to me: For me, Stanford has

rent topics—such as climate, culture, science

interesting courses, and more opportunity to

and technology—and had essay assignments

interact with international talents gathered at

after reading five to seven books and various

Stanford.

academic papers. Of course, it was a huge

I took ‘Introduction to Neuroscience’ and

challenge, but thanks to the kind and helpful

‘Science, Technology, and Environmental

instructions of Professor Holzmeyer, I could

Justice.’ The latter is a seminar-type lecture

well manage all the tasks with a good acade-
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mic result as well. She shared a variety

professor, I could learn way more than what

night—organized by the dormitory crews.

of examples and cases to help students

I expected to learn.

I made many friends, studied hard, and

understand the class materials. Not only

Even outside of the classroom at

enjoyed every moment there. Strongly

that, she gave extra classes at near-campus

Stanford was perfect as well: beautiful

recommend coming to Stanford University

coffee shop to more actively interact with

and antique libraries. Interesting cultural

to the future FGLP participants! Don’t miss

her students. Meeting such a passionate

programs—such as movie night, study

this great opportunity!

Global Research Opportunities
for Undergraduate Students
Undergraduate students carried out researches on
bacteriophage (phage) from July 4(Sat) to August 15(Sat) at
Johns Hopkins University.
Two sophomores were selected as

I could practice self-oriented study and

Research Award (DURA*) in recognition of

writing paper, which is a step toward my

their academic performance, passion, and

dream as a global scientist,” said Jinkwang

culture adaptability. The two students joined

Kim, the dispatched DGIST sophomore,

Professor Joel Schildbach’s lab (Department

“my experience in Johns Hopkins University

of Biology, JHU) to learn lab technique and to

will be very helpful for designing individual

conduct research.

experiments and the UGRP* research project

Beginning with collecting phage from
nature, the researchers purified, characterized

A letter from JHU

Develop my dream as a future researcher
By Sung-ho Shim (sophomore, School of Undergraduate Studies)
My passion in Biology led me to Johns
Hopkins University. As the world-first
research-oriented university and a cradle

Other than studying, thanks to Professor
Chang-hun Lee, who is DGIST Professor

University is now the world-best in Bio and

and an alumni of Johns Hopkins University

Medical Science. It was a lifetime opportunity

School of Medicine, I enjoyed cultural

for me to study in such highly-reputed

excursions and lab tour.

During the 5 weeks of the program, I

with Jalen Nesbit and Mehar Hora, my lab
partners at the Biological Molecules class.

and ‘Subatomic World.’ Taking these courses,

We formed a study group and met in library

I could broaden my angle of view to the

every day to write research reports and study

history of science from age of Thales to today.

together. Jalen and I even made a presentation

is a distinctive lecture method. For example,
the Biological Molecules class had various

later, and eventually for realizing my dream.”
“This is only the first year that we have

and isolated phage. After that, based on their

launched overseas research programs for

own hypothesis, researchers each designed

undergraduate students as DGIST has a short

their own experiment under title of ‘bacteria

history. However, as a research-oriented

which didn’t go to lytic cycle between plaques’

university with highly talented students, we

and ‘stability analysis for efficiency and

will be diversifying the research program with

diversity of bacteriophage’s utilization.’ After

more opportunities in global top institutions

the experiment, they presented their research

and universities during years to come,” said

result to Professor Schildbach and other

Dr. Moonsuk Seon, Head of International

undergraduate students.

Affairs Team.

Especially, I earned lifelong friendship

studied ‘Introduction of Biological Molecules’

One fascinating thing about the university
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a researcher.

of 37 Nobel Prize laureates, Johns Hopkins

institute.
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publishing English research papers myself as

“Participating in the research program,

recipients of 2015 DGIST Undergraduate

DURA
(DGIST Undergraduate
Research Award)

in the final class on protein purification. We
are still in touch via social media.
I would like to summarize my life at Johns

activities like constructing a structure and

Hopkins University with three tips: Study

making a play to understand the concept

hard, travel hard, and meet as many people

thoroughly. At the Subatomic World class,

as possible. I hope my experience becomes

I submitted weekly research report, which

a stepping stone for next visitors to Johns

I believe will contribute tremendously to

Hopkins University.

UGRP(Undergraduate Group Research Program) : Starting in Year 3, undergraduate students choose one course from
UGRP—the self-directed learning and innovative transdisciplinary research program—to develop cooperative learning and
transdisciplinary perspectives at the same time.

The award receivers are offered
an opportunity to participate in real
research activities conducted at
world prestigious universities or
research institutes.
The program was established to
cultivate competitive future global
researchers with various experiences
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DGIST’s Monday Lunch Menu:
Convergence Research Ideas
Third year of Monday Lunch Seminar,
collaboration of education and research

of New Biology, DGIST) and Dr. Won-

creativity and passion towards research,

Bae Jung (Principal Researcher, Nano-bio

meanwhile effectively promoting scientific

Research Division, DGIST) are working on

culture.

plant and animal aging research. Dr. Nam’s

Seminar lies on active convergence research

methodology are harmonized together to

triggered by diverse research knowledge

open up new vistas of animal aging research.

shared through discussions,” said Dr. Dae-

Organizing aging research symposium

[March 2015]

“The significance of Monday Lunch

plant aging data and tissue engineering

won Moon (Fellow, Department of New

and animal aging research workshop in

Biology, DGIST), who designed Monday

parallel, they continued the research and

Lunch Seminar. He added, “Especially it

clarified new causes for islet aging and

allows students to understand unfamiliar

malfunction. Such outcome is published on

research field and examine problems from

PNAS (Proceeding of the National Academy

diverse angle, nurturing them to become

of Sciences of United States of America).

creative science leaders.”

Monday Lunch Seminar provides an

Dr. Moon aims to invite industrial

opportunity for academic departments and

experts to Monday Lunch Seminar as well,

research divisions to share their research

so that the convergence research can be

status, improve it by exchanging ideas and

extended into technology commercialization

therefore carry out convergence research and

and technology-based startups.

education. In addition, it triggers students’

E

very Monday, around 100 scholars and scientists gather to share recent research ideas during their lunch time.
Monday Lunch Seminar is a distinctive regular event of DGIST, which well embodies the university’s convergence concept.

Every seminar, a speaker leads his presentation on one’
s specialized areas or research projects, and the presentation is followed by
enthusiastic discussions between the audiences—students, faculty, and researchers with different research or study backgrounds.

Ambassador Lars Danielsson delivers
Swedish Example of Innovation and Care

[June 2015]

Swedish Ambassador Lars Danielsson
On March 23, Professor Jae-Hyung Koo

Carolina University) △ Dr. Bong Hyun

and information technologies together to

(Brain and Cognitive Sciences, DGIST) pre-

Chung (Korea Research Institute of Bio-

develop brain signal analysis technology.

sented ‘Chemicals World & chemoreception.’

science and Biotechnology) △ Professor

Their research allows analysis of variation

Seung-Jae Lee (Department of Life Science,

of certain brainwave caused by two different

discussed physical reactions to chemical

POSTECH). Throughout the seminar, DGIST

odor stimulation. This technology is expected

stimulation, human metabolism, immune

members and international science experts

to improve brain treatment significantly.

system in detail and related odorant receptor.

share the latest science and technology issues

Following the presentation, audiences

Monday Lunch Seminar invites not only

and inspired by each other.

Professor Moon and Dr. Kang jointly
developed an olfactory stimulus system and

DGIST members but also internationally

As Monday Lunch Seminar has grown

prominent scholars. The speakers include:

as an idea-sharing square for science leaders,

disease therapeutics, enhancing the work

△ 2007 Nobel Peace Laureate John Byrne
(Chair Professor, University of Delaware)

tangible research outputs are produced based

efficiency otolaryngologist and eliminating

on the discussions at the seminar.

unnecessary expenses. The relative

endoscopy technique for otolaryngological

△ 2014 Ho-Am Prize in Medicine Winner
Professor Seung K. Kim (Department of

Brain and Cognitive Sciences, DGIST) and

towards research-academic cooperation and

Developmental Biology and Medicine,

Dr. Won-Seok Kang (Senior Researcher,

technology investment venture.

Stanford University) △ Professor Chueng-

Convergence Research Center for Wellness),

Ryong Ji (Department of Physics, North

for example, converged brain science
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Professor Che-Il Moon (Department of

intellectual property right became a step

Furthermore, Dr. Hong-Gil Nam (Fellow,
Center for Plant Aging Research, Department

trust in society, 2) providing fair opportunity

(Embassy of Sweden in Seoul) visited DGIST

regardless of gender, and 3) increasing

and delivered the 18th Leadership Lecture on

tolerance for failure to encourage challenges.”

May 29(Fri) at the Consilience Hall.

In addition, the Ambassador addressed

Approximately 200 of DGIST students

that our society definitely needs both doctors

and staff audienced Ambassador Danielsson’s

and carpenters, emphasizing the necessity to

special lecture under the title of “Innovation

change the angle of view on success.

& Care: the Swedish Example.”
Ambassador Danielsson, mentioning
exemplary cases from Sweden, said that “there

“Ambassador Danielsson encouraged
audiences to agonize on the necessary
changes for strive of the society,” said DGIST

are important three

President Sung-Chul Shin, “DGIST will

elements in establishing

continue to provide quality leadership lecture

creative and innovative

to nurture future global talents of the 21st

society: 1) building

century.”

Leadership Lecture Program :

This program is intended to help students discover their future
direction and cultivate leadership by experiencing special lectures of professionals and leaders in various field—
such as policy makers, educators, entrepreneurs, and more.
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DGIST Invites Lasker Award
Laureate Dr. Drucker for

Terminology Footnote
• Imatinib (inn) : a tyrosine-kinase inhibitor, which was marketed by
Novaritis as Gleevec, is the first targeted cancer therapy used in the
treatment of multiple cancers, most notably chronic myelogenous leukemia
(CML). In healthy cells, tyrosine kinase enzymes—which add phosphate
group—are turned on and off as needed. In CML cells, however, one tyrosine
kinase enzyme, BCR-Abi, is struck on the “on” position, and keeps adding
phosphate groups. Imatinib blocks this BCR-Abi enzyme, and stops it from
adding phosphate groups. As a result, these cells stop growing and even die
by a process of cell death. Because the BCR-Abi tyrosine kinase enzyme
exists only in cancer cells and not in healthy cells, Imatinib works as a form
of targeted therapy—only cancer cells are killed through the drug’s action.

Distinguished Lecture Series
[May, 2015]
DLS (Distinguished Lecture Series)?
DGIST invites world-renowned scholars with notable research
achievements as distinguished speakers. This program aims
to inspire young talents and to establish an excellence in
convergence research and education through the lectures.
DGIST provides students with great opportunities to grow as
creative global talents in science and technology fields.

A

t the 22nd Distinguished Lecture Series held on May 12(Tue)
2015, Dr. Brian J. Drucker (Professor, School of Medicine,

Oregon Health and Science University) delivered a special lecture on
his research expertise.
Under the title ‘Imatinib as a Paradigm of Targeted Cancer
Therapies,’ Dr. Drucker introduced the history of cancer therapeutics
and his personal experience on developing targeted cancer treatment.
“I did have obstacles developing targeted cancer therapy,
conducting innumerable chemical experiments and clinical trials,”
said Dr. Drucker in his lecture, “however, with strong commitment to
overcome limitation of the existing medical knowledge, I eventually

of this therapy is being applied in other cancers as well.”

• Chronic Myeloid (or myelogenous or myelocytic) Leukemia (CML) : CML is
a type of cancer that starts in the blood-forming cells of the bone marrow
and invades the blood.

He succeeded in developing Imatinib, which impedes growth
of cancer proteins—the most significant cause of chronic myeloid
leukemia*—without killing healthy cells. Furthermore, the developed

• Lasker Award : the award are among the most respected science prizes in
the world. Since 1945, the award program has recognized the contributions
of scientists, physicians, and public servants who have made major advances
in the understanding, diagnosis, treatment, cure, and prevention of human
disease. Lasker Awards often presage future recognition by the Nobel
committee, so they have become popularly known as “America’s Nobels.” 87
Lasker laureates have received the Nobel Prize, including 43 in the last three
decades.

medicine was marketed as Gleevec, the world’s first targeted cancer
therapies.
Publicly recognized for development of the Gleevec, Dr. Drucker
was granted Lasker-DeBakey Clinical Medical Research Award*
together with his co-researchers Dr. Nicholas Lydon (formerly,
Novartis), and Dr. Charles Sawyers (Memorial Sloan-Kettering
Cancer Center). Currently, Dr. Druker is serving as Director of
Knight Cancer Institute, Oregon Health and Science University.
“I am certain that Dr. Drucker has set himself as a source of
inspiration to the audience through his passionate lecture. We will
emulate his attitude towards study as an example of a true researcher
who continuously strives in a sole field of study,” said DGIST
President Sung-Chul Shin, “I hope that every DGIST member
cultivate their challenging spirit and confidence on a new way they
choose to go rather than just following traditional paths.”

Selected list of DGIST Distinguished Lectures
Year

succeeded in development of targeted cancer therapy. The paradigm

2012

Date

2015
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Topic

July 11(Wed)

Spintronics: Elctrons, Spins, Computers and Telephones

July 14(Sat)

Andre Geim
2010 Nobel Laureate in Physics, UK

Random Walk to Graphene

Oct 17(Wed)

Erwin Neher
1991 Nobel Laureate in Physiology or Medicine, Germany

Biophysics of Neurotransmitter Release

May 3(Fri)

Roger Kornberg
2006 Nobel Laureate in Chemistry, USA

The Molecular Basis of Eukaryotic Transcription

Sept 4(Wed)

Klaus Klitzing
1985 Nobel Laureate in Physics, Germany

Physics and Applications of my Nobel Prize

Nov 6(Wed)

Erin Schuman
Director, Max Planck Institute for Brain Science, Germany

The Remarkable Neuron

Nov 13(Wed)

Harold Kroto
1996 Nobel Laureate in Chemistry, UK

Science, Society and Education

Mar 19(Wed)

Daniel Zajfman
President, Weizmann Institute of Science, Israel

Can a Small Research Institute in a Small Country
Make a Global Impact?

Oct 20(Mon)

Kurt Wüthrich
2002 Nobel Laureate in Chemistry, Switzerland

Basic Research and Human Daily Life

Oct 24(Fri)

Dan Shechtman
2011 Nobel Laureate in Chemistry, Israel

The Discovery of Quasi-Periodic Materials

May 12(Tue)

Brian J. Druker
2009 Lasker Award Winner, USA
Director, OHSU Knight Cancer Institute

Imatinib as a Paradigm of Targeted Cancer Therapies

2013

2014

Speaker
Albert Fert
2007 Nobel Laureate in Physics, France
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Rowing
Interaction
between
World-class
Universities
[August 2015]

All team sports have similar characteristics

the four united teams following the team cox’s

that require teamwork: but the rowing aspects of

university name—transcending the bounds of their

teamwork are extremely magnified. As technically

nationality, race, and gender. The event aims to

everyone and everything has to be exact and unified,

encourage participants to cooperate and harmonize

care and efforts for other crews are essential. In this

to eventually cultivate true sportsmanship and

regard, DGIST students have been encouraged to

global mindship. Although the united team

learn rowing to foster ‘care’ and ‘leadership,’ which

members met each other on the first day of the

also accord with our ‘3C’ educational philosophy—

festival and had only two days for practice, they

Creativity, Contribution, and Care—and 3

showed great teamwork and skills during the event.

educational focuses—Convergence, Leadership, and

Cambridge United Team, led by Cambridge Cox

Entrepreneurship Education.

Kara Brodie, won the first prize.

DGIST World-class University Rowing Festival 2015
For seven days from August 24, DGIST World-

Many distinguished guests also participated to

class University Rowing Festival 2015 took place on

celebrate the festival and to cheer for the players,

the River Nakdong. 60 students from MIT (United

such as: Australian Ambassador to Korea Bill

States), University of Cambridge (United Kingdom),

Paterson, Governor of Dal-seong gun Moon-oh

University of Melbourne (Australia) and DGIST

Kim, President of Dal-seong Assembly Myeong-ji

(Korea) gathered for the festival, having memorable

Chae, DGIST members and local citizens.

moments and cultivating global friendship
regardless of the race results and their nationalities.

After Daegu city tour, the participants were
invited to Farewell Party to share memories and

During the festival, various forms of race such

say goodbye. During the party, students who

as Ergometer Indoor Race, Knuckle Four University

well practiced DGIST’s 3C values—Creativity,

Competition (4+, 1km), and Eights United Team

Contribution, and Care—were selected as MVP.

Competition (8+, 14km).

Laurence Geffert (University of Cambridge, United

Furthermore, World Best Brain Quiz Competition,

Kingdom) and So-young Kwon (DGIST, Korea)

Fusion Concert, Cultural Excursion, Nanta

gained the honor of being MVP of year 2015.

Show and Daegu city tour enriched international

“As rowing is an eco-friendly sport which

participants with DGIST’s convergence spirit and

requires a unique mix of technique, endurance, and

Korean culture.

power, students could enhance their leadership and

Especially, the United Team Competition,

teamwork through this sport,” said DGIST President

has received much attention with its unique way

Sung-Chul Shin, “DGIST will hold World-class

of the match: the young rowers representing each

University Rowing Festival annually to invite young

university randomly form entirely new teams,

talents to knowledge-and-culture-sharing stage.”

Rowing Events
August 25(Tue)
Ergometer Indoor Race (Individual 500m,
University Competition Four 2km)
August 26(Wed)
University Competition 1km (Men’s 4+,
Women’s 4+)
August 29(Sat)
United Team 14km (8+)
*Each team follows university name of the
team cox.

14
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F

rom July 18(Sat) to August 15(Sat) 2015,

World Friends IT Volunteers:
4 weeks of sharing and learning
[August 2015]

16 volunteers visited the College of ICT,

Other than volunteer activities, DGIST

students. Based on the life-long lessons that

volunteers actively promoted DGIST to

we learnt, we would like to continue sharing

Can Tho University (Can Tho City, Vietnam)

Vietnam. 16 volunteers met Rector of Can

knowledge and friendship both domestically

to serve voluntary IT training and cultural

Tho University, Dr. Ha Thanh Toan, on

and internationally.”

exchange. After 4 days of cultural excursion

August 4(Tue) 2015 and shared values of

to Nha Trang with friendly invitation from

DGIST.

College of ICT, DGIST volunteers provided

On August 14(Fri) 2015, Course Comple-

Collaborated by DGIST and the
National Information Society Agency
(NIA), DGIST IT Volunteers is designed

Can Tho University students with two types

tion Ceremony was held with participation

to reduce global information gap between

of class: class A on programming languages

of more than 100 students and faculty of Can

countries and nurture global leaders by

and class B on media-editing. Total of 43

Tho University. Throughout the ceremony,

pursuing contribution and care, two of 3C

students (24 from class A, 19 from class B) of

DGIST volunteers gave out certificates to

characteristics DGIST aims to cultivate in

Can Tho University completed the courses.

Can Tho University students. Following

students.

During 3 weeks of IT training session,

which, DGIST volunteers delivered IT

The 16 student volunteers serve as private

the volunteers taught intermediate usage of

devices as donation to Can Tho University,

diplomats. During one month of stay, DGIST

photoshop tools, editing video and practical

a token of appreciation and beginning

student volunteers hold cultural exchange

usage of programming languages such as

of new cooperation. College of ICT, Can

session once a week. They are introducing

making games and software programs. In the

Tho University, reciprocated by providing

Korean culture such as Korean foods, K-pop,

end of each class, the attendees completed

certificates for DGIST volunteers.

Korean traditional games.

their own media contents and introduced
them to classmates.
DGIST volunteers held 3 cultural

“Participating in World Friends IT

“World Friends IT Volunteers is a great

Volunteer Program taught us how important

opportunity for students to practice value of

communication is—the importance of

sharing by voluntary IT training,” said Dr.

exchanges under theme of Culture, Sports

efficiently delivering what we know, and

Moonsuk Seon, Head of DGIST International

and K-pop. Volunteers created On Culture

understand each other,” said Sung-jin Ahn

Affairs Team, “DGIST will further develop

Day, volunteers prepared last but not least,

and Miji Choi, DGIST undergraduates and

talent-donation programs and research

K-pop Day actively involved Can Tho Uni-

student leaders of DGIST volunteer, “also,

training programs in prestigious institutes for

versity students in practicing K-pop songs

we are enlightened with value of sharing, one

students’ abundant experiences and expertise

and dancers.

of the 3C characteristics DGIST nurtures in

in their objective fields.”

DGIST students has successfully served as World Friends IT Volunteers and returned to campus
on August 16(Sun) 2016, after 4 weeks of volunteer work in Can Tho, Vietnam.
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Jingumdari Academy Project:

Young Talents meet Teenage Dreams
[January 2015]

Nobel Fellowship Award
nurtures the future
science leaders [May 2015]
Established by the Department of New Biology, DGIST, Nobel
Fellowship Award discovers potential future science leaders and
provides monetary support so that they can solely concentrate on study
and research.
Nobel Fellowship Award offers annual scholarship (30,000,000KRW/
year for PhD candidates), research fund (20,000,000KRW/year for PhD
candidates) and various research opportunities at renowned overseas
institutes.
DGIST held the 1st Nobel Fellowship Award Ceremony on May
23(Thu) 2015 and granted a scholarship to two graduate students of the
Department of New Biology.
Nobel Fellowship Award Candidate Evaluation Committee, led by
the chairperson and 2002 Nobel Prize winner Kurt Wuthrich (Chair
Professor, DGIST), strictly screened candidates considering their future
research plan, growth potential and vision. This year, Ho-won Lee (PhD

Prior to the beginning of project, DGIST undergraduates

Rather than simply delivering
knowledge that I have learnt,
I would like to help teenagers take an
interest in specific field,
and eventually they can materialize
their dream in near future.

candidate, DGIST) and Seok-jun Jeong (Integrated MS-PhD candidate,

participated in education session to strengthen basic grounding and to

DGIST) are honored as the very first winners of the Nobel Fellowship

be prepared as more responsible mentors. And the project took place

Award.

from January 5(Mon) to February 27(Fri); the mentors divided 60
students of Bukdong middle school into groups of 5, and teach English
and Mathematics for 8 hours per week.
“I have always been passionate about finding the unique value of
mine,” DGIST undergraduate Tae-yoon Kim says. He added, “Although
I am only a freshman, I am very eager to help teenagers with shaping
their future plans by serving as a mentor, and sharing knowledge and

Expanding Classroom Walls:
Bio-science I Class to Exhibition

[June 2015]

“Photomicrograph is a fundamental laboratory tool to observe

experience on diverse topics such as interpersonal relationship and

wonder of living creatures,” said Professor Chang Hun Lee (School

unfamiliar experiences.”

of Undergraduate Studies, DGIST), the organizer of the whole

“DGIST fosters talents with 3C characters—creativity, contribution
and care,” DGIST President Sung-Chul Shin says.

event, “Wonders of Microscopic World Exhibition will help students

students spend their winter break donating their time and efforts in

“As students of DGIST take full advantage of

to cultivate their potential to process video data and analyze bio-

teaching many underprivileged students in our community, Dalseong

exclusive supports and benefits from the

science materials, engaging themselves in biological experiments

Province, and provide themselves as a mentor.

Government such as full scholarship,

and photography.”

In terms of giving back to the community, 20 undergraduate

Daegu city government and DGIST have signed an agreement

it is very obvious and meaningful

regarding Daegu Jingumdari Academy Project on December 4(Thu) to

that caring for others and having

solve educational gap problem together. Jingumdari Academy supports

consideration towards the community

middle school students with mentoring program and study guide.
The project was named as Jingumdari Academy and ‘Jingumdari’

where they belong to should be
demonstrated as they grow at DGIST.

Undergraduate students select the winner using an Online Word Cloud Generator.
The winner’s name, So-jin Kim, has the largest portion in the screen.

The exhibition included pictures of diverse cell lines and cells.
tissues from rats’ brain, organs and skin. Part of the collection will
be utilized as DGIST-developed e-book materials.

DGIST held “Wonders of Microscopic World” Exhibition from June
1(Mon) to June 5(Fri) at Consilience Hall (E7).
41 undergraduate participants of lecture Bio-science I displayed 28

“It was a valuable experience where I could observe cells and
tissues that were examined during theoric class,” said So-jin Kim
(student, School of Undergraduate Studies, DGIST), the 1st prize

in Korean means a stepping-stone—a large, flat stone that you step on

This movement proves their qualification

to cross a stream—hoping that this project helps the underprivileged

as leaders with warm heart and willingness to

pictures using H&E (Hematoxylin & Eosin) staining and fluorescent

winner of the exhibition, “I look forward to participate in genetics

contribute to the nation and the society.”

staining to seize the instants via photomicrography.

experimental lectures and to become world-leading bio-scientist.”

students achieve their dream like a stepping stone on a stream.
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[September, 2015]

Interview:
President Sung-Chul Shin
introduces transdisciplinary education
“There is no necessity for students to carry heavy
textbooks,”says DGIST President Sung-Chul Shin.
28 kinds of E-book appears as President Shin turned on
the tablet PC.
It contains textbooks for undergraduate students of
DGIST. Upon touching‘Classical Mechanics’on E-book,
educational materials on composition of force on object
showed up. Knowing basic concepts of vectors-which
is covered in Mathematics-is essential to understand
Classical Mechanics lecture thoroughly. Touching picture
of Professor Heung-ju Ahn, a video lecture about vectors
popped up as supplement material.

President Shin first joined DGIST as a founding president in 2011.
In March 2015, he was inaugurated for his second consecutive term as president.
What follows is a brief remix of an interview covered in Korea JoonAng Daily, which also shows
us how DGIST is leading innovative education with the leader’s insight and enthusiasm.

Interviewer: How different is it from the existing E-books?
Dr. Shin: DGIST E-book is much more evolved from them. Our
E-book provides not only multimedia—texts, pictures,
videos—but also note-taking function to help students
in the lecture. Year by year, the e-book is continuously
transformed and reinforced with updated materials.
For example, if you see here ‘Deeper understanding
through questions’ in the ‘Comparative History’
course, we also included materials actually discussed
by our senior students during the last year’s class.
Interviewer: What was it that made you to decide to develop
e-books rather than just using existing paper
textbooks?
Dr. Shin: 100% of our budget comes from tax and all students
are provided with full scholarships. Therefore, we feel
a huge sense of responsibility to provide high quality
education as a return to the nation. 2 years before we
set up courses for undergraduate students, we had
prepared textbooks intensively with help of professors.
At that time, we thought ‘we can teach with a paper
book, no problem, but if we do so, nothing innovative
can emerge from there.’ And we persuaded the
Government and developed something entirely new.
Interviewer: I guess the world ‘innovation’ means a lot to you.
Dr. Shin: ‘Innovative’ means completely changing the existing
frame of education. In this fast-changing era of
science and technology, current education system
cannot sustain. A university is responsible for fostering
a well-rounded talents with solid basis. Education
should teach learning ability to absorb something
new, not a knowledge that will soon became outdated.
Interviewer: What kinds of education are you heading for?
Dr. Shin: A convergence study. We teach basic science
(mathematics, physics, chemistry, biology) and basic
engineering (computer, automatic control, statistics,
designing) thoroughly, which is so called left-brain
education. We add right-brain education such as
humanities, social science, arts and leadership. We
teach comparative history, which combines Korean
history and World history, and eastern and western
philosophies as well.
Interviewer: There are a lot of universities emphasizing
convergence. What is unique about convergence of
DGIST?
Dr. Shin: In other universities, professors from different
department or major teach together. This can
be a convergence education, but remains in the
previous department system. Instead, DGIST have
single department system, which is the School of
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Undergraduate Studies. Under the transdisciplinary
curriculum within the single unified school,
undergraduate students develop a solid background
in basic science and engineering, diversifying their
knowledge in humanities and liberal arts, until
their third year. From their fourth year, they receive
track-customized education including the UGRP,
Undergraduate Group Research Program. The
program allows students to experience self-directed
learning and transdisciplinary research activities,
developing cooperative learning ability at the same
time. Our educational goal is to foster students as
science and technology leaders who has well-rounded
science basis.
Interviewer: Starting without departments would not have been
easy.
Dr. Shin: Nevertheless, DGIST could make it, because we are
new. We could draw an entirely new blueprint out
of nothing. For the existing universities which follow
precedents and history, it would be very difficult to try
something new.
Interviewer: Single unified school system may not guarantee
true convergence, though.
Dr. Shin: That is why DGIST undergraduates learn team work
and communication. The UGRP (Undergraduate
Group Research Program) represents such education.
Maximum 5 people forms a group to share idea,
choose research topic, carry on research and produce
output with advices from professor in charge. It
provides 6 credits in total.
Interviewer: Do you benchmark any university?
Dr. Shin: Not at all. We create our own university. We always try
to be a first-mover not a fast-follower. We would like
to become role model of educational system for other
universities, and therefore are eager to succeed.

This article is based on an article from JoonAng Daily (Sep. 10, 2015)
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UGRP is a brand-new undergraduate

FRANCIS CRICK

COURSE

Francis Crick, who is most noted
for being a co-discoverer of the
structure of the DNA molecule with
James Watson, is a good example
of a true researcher in his field
of expertise. Students conduct
researches across basic sciences
through self-oriented experiment.

Convergence Research Institute participate

aiming at cultivation of basic convergence

in a pair as a joint academic advisor taking

research skills such as cooperative research

care of educating, guiding and evaluating.

abilities and communication skills.

DGIST students in 3rd and 4th year

21st century, which are also known as convergence challenges with complexity and rapid

COURSE

UGRP

research model brought up by DGIST,

“Research by oneself is not sufficient anymore in order to solve global challenges of the

JANG YOUNG-SIL

The course is named after the best
inventor of the Joseon Dynasty
period, Jang Young-Sil. Students
are expected to conduct researches
across basic science and basic
engineering, concentrating at
inventions, technology optimization,
and development of engineering
processes.

School, and researchers from DGIST

change. And this is why DGIST introduces a brand-new research program, UGRP, for

JEONG YAK-YONG

COURSE

Jung Yak-Yong was one of the
greatest thinkers of the later Joseon
period, wrote highly influential
books about philosophy, science
and theories of government,
held significant administrative
positions, and was noted as a poet.
Students are expected to conduct
transdisciplinary research across
basic science and social science
to humanities, which are related to
science documentary production,
science-related publications.

BILL GATES

COURSE

Bill Gates is well known as a
founder of Microsoft, which became
the world’
s largest PC software
company. Through this course,
students handle technology venture
project through an academia,
research and industry cooperation.

students to cultivate collaborative and communication-based research ability.”

Pursuing UGRP, groups of 5 or less
undergraduate students each choose one
research topic. There are two types of

perform total 12 academic credits for 2
years, which is 3 credits for each semester.
UGRP is composed of 4 different

project category: Project A with specific

courses named after great scientist, CEO

topics suggested by the UGRP Committee,

and politician: Francis Crick, Jang Young-

or Project B with self-propelled topics by

Sil, Jeong Yak-Yong and Bill Gates course.

student groups.

The research topics are categorized

Especially, self-proposed project
encourages students to practice the whole
research procedures—from the very

under each courses according to their
characteristics.
Preceding to the beginning of UGRP,

beginning to the end. Students design

on November 6(Fri) at DGIST Consilience

their own research plan and experiment

Hall, an information session was held to

settings, conduct analysis, and deliver

introduce vision and blueprint of UGRP

results all by themselves, nurturing their

education courses.

abilities as future global researcher.

During this session, representative

Professors of DGIST School of

research topic and related details were

Undergraduate Studies and Graduate

introduced, such as: Synthesis of quantum

material and study property of for Francis
Crick Course, studying protection against
remote jamming attack for Jang YoungSil Course, translating and interpreting
classic science for Jeong Yak-Yong Course
and establishment of technology-based
venture model for Bill Gates Course.
Research for UGRP begins on March 2016,
after grouping and selection of courses by
participants.

Undergraduate Group Research Program

OFFICIALLY BEGINS
[November 2015]

DGIST officially begins Undergraduate Group Research Program (UGRP) to nurture
convergence science talents with cooperative mindset.
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26 Start-up Leaders Networking Day
28 Technology-invested Startup Company‘Megapem’
29 MOI Program in Silicon Valley
[Bill Gates] Bill Gates is one of the best-known entrepreneurs of the personal computer revolution, who founded the world’s largest
software business, Microsoft, with Paul Allen. He is also well-recognized as a philanthropist with multibillion-dollar donations he has
made to charitable foundations and educational institutions.

Daegu Gyeongbuk Institute of Science & Technology

Networking Day
for Future
Technology-based
Venturers

Start-up Leaders’Networking Day
especially introduced industry analysis
and networking session to help
participants develop new start-up
items and share the latest industrial
trends and market information through
interaction with various experts.

On October 23 (Fri) 2015, DGIST Technology
Commercialization Team held ‘Start-up Leaders’
Networking Day’ as a part of CLE Technology
Venture Training Program.

CLE Award: 3D-printed Stamp was awarded as a certificate for each participant

is wellness human care service. It is a

experts who attended at the event to

business developing technology and

support start-up beginners.

service model for individual health

C

LE is an abbreviation of
DGIST’s three educational
principles: Convergence

2015 DGIST NEWS MAGAZINE

maintenance and improvement by

was held as a closing event of the first

monitoring one’s physical and mental

Startup Leaders’ Networking Day.

health status. The Korean Government

There were Silver and Gold members—

During the industry analysis

also sees a lot of potential in the area

who completed 2 and 3 program

session, researchers from DGIST

and that is why there has been many

courses respectively, and Diamond

Education, Leadership Education and

Convergence Research Institute

government-assigned healthcare and

members—who completed 2 years of

Entrepreneurship Education. CLE

provided the latest technology

wellness-related projects.”

program courses. As a certificate, each

refers to a ‘key’ in French (clé[kle]) at

and market trends for dreaming

the same time. In other words, CLE

entrepreneurs. As the first speaker,

Researcher Seong-re Jo (Convergence

Technology Venture Program has a

Senior Researcher Dr. Jong-uk Sohn

Research Center for Future Auto-

dual meaning which implies ‘a key for

(Division of IoT∙Robotics Convergence

motive Technology, DGIST) explained

lization Team has been providing 4

successful technology-based start-up’.

Research, DGIST) presented the latest

technical trend of smart car. He said

tracks—Beginning CLE Track, Jump-

For the last presentation, Senior

member was awarded a 3D-printed
stamp.
DGIST Technology Commercia-

CLE Technology Venture Training

technical trends in IT and Internet

“Smart car industry has been growing

up CLE Track, Researcher CLE Track,

Program provides experts’ continuous

Industry. “After the introduction of

in way that maximizes passengers’

and Project Manager Track—as part of

mentoring and technical advices for

cloud service, Internet of Things (IoT)

satisfaction.” He introduced auto-

the CLE Technology Venture Training

program participants to succeed in

has been in the spotlight. It is expected

nomous navigation vehicle which can

Program for participants with various

start-up on theoretical basis. As part

that such spotlight will led to rapid

recognize surroundings, determine

backgrounds such as university stu-

of the program, this Start-up Leaders’

cross-disciplinary growth in terms

danger and plan minimum navigate

dents, graduate students, CEOs,

Networking Day especially introduced

of open source, platform and home

control for safe drive.

Project Managers (PM), corporate

industry analysis and networking

gateway in near future,” said Dr. Sohn.

session to help them develop new start-
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investors, and other related experts.

Program Completion Ceremony

During Networking Session

managers and etc. In the year of 2016,

At the following presentation,

followed by the several presentations,

more upgraded version of DGIST

up items and share the latest industrial

Senior Researcher Cheol-ho Kim

additional information was shared as

CLE Technology Venture Training

trends and market information through

(Convergence Research Center for

participants could freely ask questions

Program will be launched for future

interaction with senior entrepreneurs,

Wellness, DGIST) said, “Representative

to and get answers from various

entrepreneurs.

tax accountants, patent attorneys,

growing business in wellness industry

(Middle)Senior Researcher Chel-ho Kim
introduces Wellness Human-care Industry
(Below)Senior Researcher Jong-uk Sohn
explains latest market trends in IoT industry

investors, institutes managers, and
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ICT Tech in Analyzing
Olfactory Nerve System
DGIST Graduate School and Research Center
establish a Technology-Invested Startup Company
‘Megapem’ [November 2015]

DGIST Technology-invested Startup Company
DGIST is national top university possessing the largest number
of technology-invested startup companies
Total 11 technology-invested startup company have established. (as of March 2016)
Green Mobility

Technology-invested Startup Company is a special
type of technology startups and plays an important role
for innovation and economic development creating new
jobs and markets, as a model of the Creative Economy.
This technology-based joint venture is created by a

rofessor Cheil Moon (Department of Brain and Cognitive Sciences) and

collaboration of DGIST and a corporation, where the

Senior Researcher Won-seok Kang (Wellness Convergence Research

university invests its’ newly developed technology and the

Institute) jointly established “Megapam,” investing olfactory stimulation

corporation contributes its’ capital and business know-

P

system technology needed for analyzing brain olfactory nervous system and

Traction motor control system for electric scooter

Jeongkwan Materials

how to the established startup.

Innature C&H

Functional facial mask pack fused with nano fiber

Care-Robo Systems
DGM-Tech
Vine IT

Thermoelectric refrigeration and industrial ventilation system
Training and rehabilitation robots

Logistics robots and rehabilitation products

Smart campus solutions

Korean Materials
G-Tech ICS

Metal hydroxide-based flame retardant and insulation

Steel and concrete composite structure maintenance robot

Pyunghwa Tech Research Institute
MEGAPEM
C2LGIS

MEMS Microphone

Endoscope in olfactory stimulation system

MMS, 3D Camera, LiDAR

endoscopy system technology for ENT disease diagnosis to measure olfactory
abnormality.
“It has been hard to deduct quantitative index in analyzing odor signal in
brain because of surrounding environment factors.” Professor Cheil Moon said,
“I started researching in convergence with ICT to quantitatively analyze brain
signals by brain signal measuring equipment.
The research team has been focusing on brain’s detection and recognition of
certain odor molecules and relative brain signal analysis using ICT. The Olfactory

DGIST MOI Program students
visit Silicon Valley [July 2015]

stimulation system can form diverse olfactory stimulating substances, not just
one odor but complex odor which is a mixture of various odors.
The olfactory system can quantify mixed scents of perfume, wine and coffee.
This technology can be applied for odor-based industries, and environmental
industry where the technology can be used for detecting stinks and poisonous
substances. Research team is also being monetarily supported for portable ENT
endoscope system technology, which can reduce the cost compared to ones
currently used in university hospitals and increase convenience for doctors to use.
The endoscope system collects complex sensory information like temperature

DGIST established

and videos, and therefore provides doctors with the list of common illnesses for

a new technology-based joint venture,

existing expensive endoscope lens, which opens possibility for importation.

the very first academy-research
collaborative corporation, investing
convergence technology combining

diagnosis. This can reduce the doctor’s fatigue and can be used together with
Megapam is recognized for suggesting a role model of academy-research
convergence, where DGIST Graduate School’s original technology and DGIST
Convergence Research Institute’s industrialization. The academy-researchindustry convergence includes all areas of research development from ‘basic

an olfactory stimulation analysis system

science and application research’ to ‘commercialization of the technology’.

and Information and Communications

organs through diverse quantified various odor substances and ENT endoscope

Technology (ICT).

system. It will also keep promoting the acceleration of SEM and vacuum
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Megapam is planning to industrialize two systems which stimulate olfactory

equipment components.

DGIST MOI (Management of Innovation) program led 23 students to Silicon
Valley, America, to nurture global innovative management experts.
For 9 days from June 27(Sat) 2015,

know-hows. At Stanford University Graduate Community Center,
Sungmoon Cho (venture partner, Scrum Ventures), the writer

participants of Silicon Valley visiting

of Spin it and founding member of Gamevil, gave a lecture on

program visited Intel, Cisco Systems, Google

“About Starting a Start-up.” He discussed what to consider when

Campus and the well-known garage, the

inventing in a venture, and introduced his own examples. Sung-

cradle of Hewlett-Packard Development

sik Shin (Flatform engineer, Netflix), originator of innovative

Company, to discover history of Silicon

organizational culture of Netflix, shared how American companies

Valley and become familiar with cutting-

agonize on constructing concrete cooperate culture.

edge science technologies.
In addition, students met experts face-

For the last 3 days of the program, students each worked
on individual mission to develop new venture item. After active

to-face and obtained practical advices. They

discussion and verification of practicality, students introduced

closely met researcher at Oracle, Kwon Seo,

their unique venture idea at presentation session, and finally

at discussion session on technology-oriented

evaluated each other.

venture. Afterwards, students visited GSV

“The Silicon Valley visiting program is designated to nurture

Labs, well-known for start-up incubating

experts of innovative management through intense reinforcement

and accelerating, to learn about venture

of potential as global venturer,” said Professor Kongrae Lee (MOI

supporting programs in depth.

Program, DGIST), “I hope DGIST MOI program participants

During the program, 7 innovative
venturers gave special lectures to share their

strive as champions on Biseul Valley with technology-oriented
venture, following the exemplary cases of Silicon Valley.”
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32 GPU-based Big Data Analysis
34 A New Mass Spectrometry in Microdroplets
36 Graphene-coated Transparent Conducting Electrodes
37 A New Compound for Dye-sensitized Solar Cell
37 Embryonic Stem Cell Differentiation
38 MRPrimer Combines Big Data Analysis and Bio-technology
40 Medical Micro-robot System Development Project
41 Interview: Director of Division of Convergence Research Support
42 Saliva to Detect Dementia
43 Low-cost CZTSSe Thin-film Solar Cell Technology
44 Mutant C. Elegans thinks itself “Still Hungry”
[DNA] Francis Crick is a British molecular biologist, biophysicist, and neuroscientist, most noted for being a co-discoverer of the
structure of the DNA molecule in 1953 with James Watson. Together with Watson and Maurice Wilkins, he was jointly award the 1962
Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine “for their discoveries concerning the molecular structure of nucleic acids and its significance for
information transfer in living material.”

45 A New Tool to Predict Healthspan
46 Bird Embryo Health State Now Detectable
47 A Brand-new Approach to Hydrogen Energy Production

However, GStream research team has
set a higher goal to achieve. The technology

Big Data Analysis?

is being developed further to allow even
amateurs to use it without limitation. In
addition, Professor Kim’ s new destination is
to manage larger scale of big data with higher

Your desktop is all it takes

speed.
“I am looking forward to develop
expanded version of GStream technology,

[February 2015]

300 times easier with 2 GPUs only

GStream+. If the dream comes true, Korea
will be able to access to incredible research
on brain neural network simulation, just

Access to big amount of data used to be a privilege of the authorities,
but now, big data is becoming an increasing common phrase in our
daily lives. We create 2.5 quintillion bytes of data every day and 90% of
the data in the world today has been created in the last two years alone.
People post 41 thousands of information per second on Facebook, which
sums to 350GB.
Then how can we analyze this big amount of data? The larger the
data grew, the more expensive facilities were needed to analyze them.
However, the situation may make all the difference with a newly
developed technology of DGIST.

Value

like BBP (Blue Brain Project) conducted by

Metric

1000

KB

2

1000

MB megabyte

10003 GB

gigabyte

1000

4

TB

terabyte

1000

5

PB

petabyte

1000

6

EB

1000

7

ZB

1000

8

YB

European countries. DGIST brain science

kilobyte

will lead the research, convergently with my

O

n February 11, DGIST announced

I developed an idea of using GPU to handle

that a research team led by Professor

big data, due to its high calculation efficiency.

MinSu Kim (Department of Information and

Finally I decided to join here to continue

exabyte

Communication Engineering) succeeded in

my research and develop big data analysis

zettabyte

developing GStream, a GPU-based big data

technology with exclusive support of DGIST.”

yottabyte

analysis technology. With GStream, people

Although GPU’ s processing capability is

Multiples of bytes,
One Exabyte is one quintillion(1018) bytes

can now use GPU (Graphic Processing

well-known to exceed that of CPU, it has not

Unit) to analyze big data, which is 360 times

been widely utilized to handle large-scaled

more cost-efficient than using CPU (Central

and complicated data such as hundreds GB

Processing Unit).

of graphs due to its’ only a few gigabytes of

NETWORK

GSTREAM

WHOLE NEW VERSION OF DATA PROCESSING

PROCESSING

GSTREAM

MILLION TRAVERSED

EDGES PER SECONDS
HIGH-SPEED
NETWORK

Desktop
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WHOLE NEW VERSION
DATA PROCESSING

MILLION TRAVERSE

EXABYTE
QUINTILLION
GSTREAM

GRAPHLAB ANALYZED TWITTER DATA
HIGH-SPEED NETWORK DATA PROCESSING EXABYTE
GRAPH DATA
PROCESSING

ANALYZING EXCELLENCE.

QUINTILLION

using GPUs.

NEW VERSION

Professor Kim and his research team

Analyzing 1.4 billion edges per second,

grafted Nested Loop Theta concept onto

GStream’ s processing efficiency ascended to

GPU computing to divide graph data into

the world-best standard of 1,400MTEPS .

individual page units. Not only that, he tried

Such performance exceeds that of the

to stream data from main memory to GPU's

GraphLab technology developed by Carnegie

memory asynchronously, and simultaneously

Mellon University.

to analyze thousands of calculation cores

“The GraphLab analyzed Twitter data

EXABYTE
QUINTILLION

GRAPH DATA

EXABYTE
QUINTILLION

MTEPS

WHOLE NEW VERSION

TWITTER
DATA

DATA PROCESSING

GRAPHLAB ANALYZED

GSTREAM
USING

NETWORK

DESKTOP

WHOLE NEW VERSION
DATA PROCESSING

EDGES PERSECONDS.

HIGH-SPEED

TWITTER DATA

network, Biology, Brain Science, and etc.—

2)

MILLION TRAVERSED

ANALYZING EXCELLENCE.

GRAPHLAB ANALYZED

DATA
PROCESSING

A UNIT FOR GRAPH DATA

APPROXIMATELY

develop the big data analyzing technology

1)

EXCELLENCE.

USING

DATA PROCESSING

ANALYZING

memory. Many scientists were reluctant to

data from various fields—web, social
using a single PC equipped with 2 GPUs.

APPROXIMATELY

ANALYZING EXCELLENCE.

APPROXIMATELY

WHOLE NEW VERSION

APPROXIMATELY

NEW VERSION

A UNIT FOR GRAPH DATA

EXABYTE
QUINTILLION

HIGH-SPEED NETWORK

WHOLE

DATA PROCESSING

EXABYTE
QUINTILLION

NETWORK

MILLION TRAVERSE

Desktop NETWORK
HIGH-SPEED

ANALYZING EXCELLENCE.

EXABYTE

SECONDS

A UNIT FOR GRAPH DATA

HIGH-SPEED

Desktop

USING

TRAVERSED
EDGES PER

GSTREAM

USING

MILLION

GSTREAM

GSTREAM

EXABYTE
QUINTILLION

HIGH-SPEED
NETWORK

WHOLE NEW VERSION

DATA PROCESSING

MILLION TRAVERSE

GStream enables analysis of big graph

of GPU. And in this way, he could develop

composed of 1.4 billion edges to PageRank3)

a whole new version of data processing

in 3.6 seconds, using 63 cutting-edge servers

technology, which manages big data with

and 100B high-speed network,” says Professor

high speed yet never restricted by scale of

Kim, "however, GStream can analyze the
same amount of data in a single second with

GPU’ s memory.
Professor Kim said that development

a desktop consists of 2 GPUs, worth KRW 5

of GStream conveys particular meaning to

million only. It is approximately 360 times

him. “Numerous international scientists has

more cost-efficient.”

doubted using GPU’ s limited memory to

It has been long since Professor Kim

research team members.”

manage complex graph-shaped big data. As

noticed an excellence of GPU. “When I

graph data is highly related to each other,

worked as a research staff at IBM Almaden

they thought data could not be processed

Research Center, I developed big data

without being saved in a single memory. I am

analysis engine which works on grand

very delighted to succeed in melting down

parallel database system. In the meantime,

the prejudice.”

1) Graph is a set of nodes(vertices) and
edges(lines).
2) MTEPS : Million Traversed Edges
Per Seconds. A unit for graph data
analyzing excellence.
3) PageRank is an algorithm used
by Google Search to rank websites
in their search engine results.
PageRank was named after Larry
Page, one of the founders of Google.
PageRank is a way of measuring
the importance of website pages.
It works by counting the number
and quality of links to a page to
determine a rough estimate of how
important the website is.
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reactions within microdroplets are approximately

Bulk-Chemistry?
or Microdroplet-Chemistry?

1000 times faster than that within larger droplets.
Such discovery implies that the previous
experiments conducted with large amount of
chemical solvent could show different result when
conducted with cells on the nanometer scale.
The new mass spectrometry enables scientists to
observe biological phenomena within cells fast and
true-to-life.

A New Mass Spectrometry with
a Fusion of Microdroplets [March 2015]

This methodology is expected to lead scientists
to study short-term biological phenomena close to
the real-life cell activations, and therefore unveil new
clues for biological phenomena.
“The new mass spectrometry will contribute to
observations of protein actions at tremendously fast
speed, which has yet been impossible.” Said Dr. Nam.
(Upper)When two droplets containing different reagents (red: acid solvent, blue:
protein) collide at very high speed, a fused droplet (purple) is generated. In this fused
droplet, chemical reaction—protein-induced unfolding in sequence of acidification
of the solvent—is observed. By adjusting flying distance of the fused droplet, one can
estimate chemical reaction dynamics.
(Below)Experimental setup for studying accelerated reaction rates in fused droplets

Most chemical experiments are conventionally conducted in
bulk solvent. What if we run it in microdroplets? A research team
led by Fellow Hong Gil Nam (Center for Plant Aging ResearchIBS, DGIST) and Stanford Professor of Chemistry Richard N.
Zare’s research team jointly discovered a new mass spectrometry1)
so called ‘microdroplet fusion mass spectrometry,’ which allows

and to explore the unknown territory in Chemistry.”
Details of the research can be found on PNAS
(Proceeding of the National Academy of Sciences
of the United States of America) online, published
March 16(Mon) 2015.

1) Mass Spectrometry: An analytical technique that sorts ions based
on their mass (or “weight”). This technique is widely used for
chemical analysis in many situations. Mass spectrometry works
by ionizing chemical compounds to generate charged molecules
or molecule fragments and measuring their mass-to-charge
ratios.
2) Protein-induced Unfolding: Proteins perform a vast array of
functions within living organisms and each protein exists as a

The research team observed a remarkable acceleration in the

linear chain of amino acid residues. In its native state, the protein

reaction rate in microdroplets when two droplets containing

has a well-defined and folded three-dimensional structure. As a

The research team made an experimental setup that two
streams of micrometer-size droplets collide with one another. In
here, one droplet contains protein and the other contains acid.
Using this methodology, they could observe protein-induced
unfolding2) and amino acid compound’s hydrogen-deuterium
exchange3) separately in a few microseconds only. Such chemical
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understanding of biochemical movements in a cell

observation of fast movement of protein and chemical reactions.

different reagents are fused together.

34

“We envision that this discovery may lead to better

sequence of stimuli such as temperature or pH changes, however,
the three-dimensional structure is unfolded.
3) Hydrogen-deuterium Exchange: A chemical reaction in which
a covalently bonded hydrogen atom is replaced by a deuterium
atom, or vice versa. Combining a phenomenon that an exposed
hydrogen atom in three-dimensional protein is rapidly replaced
by deuterium atom and the mass spectrometry, researchers can
observe structure change in protein.
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Professor Youngu Lee
developed highly stable transparent
conducting electrodes
Coating graphene on the copper
nanowire was the key to success
[March 2015]

M

any believed only sorcery could make it happen, but the
passionate researchers of DGIST proved it was possible with
chemistry and logic.
DGIST professor Youngu Lee (Department of Energy Systems
Engineering) and his research team formulated highly cost-efficient
transparent conducting electrode combining copper nanowire and
graphene. Using Core-shell nanostructure, they developed new
transparent conducting electrode which can replace expensive
current transparent conducting electrode technology.
The new transparent conducting electrodes can be utilized in
flexible display and solar battery unlike the current one. By far, ITO
(Indium Tin Oxide) has been the most commonly used conducting
material for smart phone display screens and solar batteries.
Especially, ITO is an essential component of LCD and OLED.
However, a problem of indium lies on limited reserves and high
production cost. In addition, ITO transparent conducting electrodes
are not flexible enough to be used in new-generation flexible display
and solar batteries.
“As I conducted research on flexible display and solar battery,
I have grown interest in overcoming limits of ITO,” Professor Lee
explained the motivation of the research.
Copper nanowire film was the solution. Among various
transparent conducting electrodes to substitute ITO, copper nanowire
film shows exceptional cost-efficiency and electroconductivity.
However, being vulnerable to heat and easily oxidized characteristic
weakened its electrical properties and restrained it from general
usage.
In order to largely improve electrical, optical properties and longterm stability of copper nanowire, Professor Lee’s team conducted
research to coat graphene on the surface of copper nanowire.
However, copper nanowire is often melted down in the process of
raising temperature for coating graphene due to the narrow diameter.
It took one solid year to finally succeed in coating copper nanowire
without melting.
“Since graphene is formed at 1000℃ or higher temperature,
so many believed that it was impossible to form graphene on
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copper nanowire which has melting point of less than 1000℃ ,” said
Professor Lee, “my solution to settle graphene on the surface of
copper nanowire at low temperature was plasma-enhanced CVD
(Chemical Vapor Deposition).”
Professor Lee’s team became the world’s first research team
developed copper nanowire-graphene core-shell nanostructure by
using plasma enhanced-CVD.
“I still remember the joy when I first met copper nanowire
perfectly coated with graphene, and further recognized its high
stability. I am glad that students’ effort fruited after the long project,”
said Professor Lee.
Compared to the existing ITO transparent conducting electrodes,
graphene-coated copper nanowire transparent conducting electrodes
has 5% higher visible light penetrability. In addition, it shows more
than 1000 times higher long-term stability due to flawless protection
of graphene from heat, oxygen and moisture. Professor Lee
emphasized that new transparent conducting electrodes can reduce
production cost of flexible display and solar battery by incredibly
large amount.
Professor Lee now aims at commercialization of his technology.
“I will not let this technology remain as theory, and further develop
related process to make it commonly applicable to flexible display
and solar battery,” explained Professor Lee.

Dr. Jin-kyu Kang cliches
Industrial Technology
Award of the Month
Dr. Kang’s research team develops world’s
best dye-compound for dye-sensitized solar cell [April 2015]

O

n March 31(Tue) 2015, DGIST researcher
Dr. Jin-kyu Kang (Convergence
Research Center for Solar Energy, DGIST)
was awarded Ministry of Industry Trade and
Energy (MOTIE) Minister’s award in emerging
technology at the 10th Industrial Technology
Awards of the Month. The awards are granted
to researchers and entrepreneurs who are
financially supported by the MOTIE and
succeed in new technology development and
commercialization.
Dr. Kang’s research team is recognized
for the development of highly efficient dye
compound which raises dye-sensitized solar

cell’s photoelectric conversion efficiency to
more than 11%.
Dye-sensitized solar cell is preferred for its
simple manufacturing process and colorization
according to the types of dye compound.
However, organometalic dye was a drag on
common usage due to the high price and low
absorption co-efficiency.
Overcoming such drawbacks, Dr. Kang’s
research team succeeded in expanding
photoelectric conversion efficiency by applying
hydrophobic multi-wall technology to dye
compound. This way, they could increase
absorption co-efficiency, therefore absorbing

wide spectrum of light.
The achievement led Dr. Kang’s research
team to publish 19 SCI paper on internationally
distinguished academic journals. Application
and registration of 27 relative patents were
deducted from the research as well.
Accomplishing the new generic technology
of the world’s highest efficiency, Dr. Kang’s
research team won a core material generic
technology development project. They are now
proceeding onto commercialization of the
technology cooperating with other industrial
leaders of dye-sensitizing solar cell research.

Dr. Dae-hee Hwang’s Research Team
reveals the secret of embryonic
stem cell differentiation [May 2015]

P

rofessor Daehee Hwang (Center for Plant
Aging Research, Institute for Basic Science)
jointly discovered new type of protein named
Pontin which controls Embryonic Stem (ES) cell
pluripotency.
Growth of mammal, including human, is
caused by fertilization of individual eggs which
compose different cells and tissues. Pluripotency
of ES cell triggered by signals and stimulations
allows cells to differentiate into specific kinds of
cells and tissues.
Artificial control of specific cell’s
pluripotency could change the path of
biotechnology by producing and changing
various cells such as neurons and skin cells.
However, the principle behind it has been in
vague.
Research Team identified the diminution of
pontin following the differentiation of ES cell,
and artificially produced Oct4-depleted ES cell
to specify the role of pontin.
As a result, Dr. Hwang’ research team found

out that ES cells do have pluripotency, however,
ES cells without expressed pontin differentiate
without pluripotent characteristics. This implies
pontin plays a decisive role in maintaining
expression of pluripotent genes high.
Dr. Hwang’s research team is preparing for
patent application regarding control of ES cell
thorough controlling pontin manifestation.
“Introducing pontin’s influence to
maintenance of ES cell’s pluripotency holds
significant meaning,” said professor Hwang, “it
will lead the differentiation of damaged cells
and hence provide a new clue for regenerative
medicine.”
For this project, Dr. Hwang and his research
team were supported by Ministry of Science,
ICT and Future Planning (MSIP) and Korea
Basic Science Institute (KBSI). Their paper titled
Pontin functions as an essential coactivator for
Oct4-dependent LincRNA expression in mouse
Embryonic Stem cells was published on Nature
Communications in April 2015.

* Participants of Joint-research

- Daehee Hwang, Department of New
Biology and Center for Plant Aging
Research, Institute for Basic Science,
DGIST
- Kyungjin Boo, Creative Research Institute
Center for Chromatin Dynamics, School
of Biological Sciences, Seoul National
University
- Ho Lee, Research Institute, Graduate
School of Cancer Science and Policy,
National Cancer Center
- Sung Hee Baek, Creative Research Initiative
Center for Chromatin Dynamics, School
of Biological Sciences, Seoul National
University
- Jinhyuk Bhin, Department of Chemical
Engineering, Graduate School of Cancer
Science and Policy, POSTECH
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What follow is overflow of the seven-step MRPrimer
method, which is cited from the published paper

MRPrimer
Born Between

Big Data Analysis
and Bio-technology
[June 2015]

The Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR)

valid primer pairs existing in a DNA database at

has been one of the most common and often

once. Based on MapReduce variance algorithm,

indispensable technologies in medical and

the research team developed solutions for

biological research labs for its variety of

problems of existing analysis technology.

applications—such as detection and diagnosis

Furthermore, they proved an excellence of the

of infectious diseases; MERS, Ebola, SARS, and

technology by biological experiment scaling

more. And primer* design is a fundamental

human olfactory receptor genes.

technique for PCR-based diagnosis method as

MRPrimer technology’s significance lies

the primer enables correct binding of target

in strong performance in finding every single

gene, leading to an exponential increase in the

primers in genetically known living creatures,

target segment.

determining their ranking by calculating a

It varies from one species to another, but

penalty score for each primer pair and suggesting

human normally has about 23,000 to 33,000

the best pair. As such, the technology is expected

of genes. And it is really difficult to design

to be widely used for new virus determination,

primers, which can detect each one of them

cancer diagnosis, GMO detection and more.

or be selectively combined with virus genes,

One possible practical use of MRPrimer is

as many kinds of constraints including primer

finding primers of higher specificity in MERS-

length, melting temperature, and etc. should

coV. MRPrimer determines several thousands of

be simultaneously considered. This is why a

primers with superior specificity than those used

great deal of manual effort to generate feasible

in health industry. Such high specificity enables

and valid primers are required although many

MERS-coV diagnosis much more accurately.

methods have been proposed for primer design.
With the newly developed Primer,

Professor Kim and Professor Koo’s joint
research team published MRPrimer on

MRPrimer, however, it becomes a different

internationally renowned magazine Nucleic

story. DGIST Professor Min-Soo Kim

Acid Research online, on June 24(Wed) 2015.

(Department of Information Technology

Enormous contribution to improvement of

Engineering) and Professor Jae-Hyung Koo

international bio-engineering and public health

(Department of Brain and Cognitive Sciences)

research is expected for its importance and

jointly developed an entirely new technology

influence to the field.

named MRPrimer, combining their big-data

MRPrimer can be immediately utilized

computing methodology and biological insights

as it is complete without additional research.

together.

The research team is displaying the technology

The research team input several thousands

on http://MRPrimer.com free of charge for

of genes of a whole species instead of individual

contribution to bio-engineering and public

gene, therefore simultaneously checking a

health research.

multitude of filtering constraints and validating
primer specificity, and design all feasible and
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* Primer: A short, single-stranded DNA molecule that
serves as a starting point for DNA synthesis.

Step 1 (candidate primer generation)

Step 1 takes a set of DNA sequences and extracts all possible subsequences of the lengths
between the minimum length and the maximum length from each sequence, as candidate
primers.
Step 2 (single filtering)
Step 2 applies six filtering constraints (e.g., temperature) for a single primer to each
candidate primer passed from Step 1.
Step 3 (5’ cross-hybridization filtering)
Step 3 eliminates a candidate primer that is the same as any subsequence of an off-target
sequence at the 3’ end and has only few mismatches at the 5’ end, and so, might crosshybridize with the off-target sequence due to the high similarity between them.
Step 4 (general cross-hybridization filtering)
Step 4 eliminates a candidate primer that is similar with any subsequence of an off-target
sequence.
Step 5 (duplicate removing)
After Step 4, there still might be false-positive primers violating the general crosshybridization filtering constraint. Eliminate these primers and the series of Steps 4 and 5 is
performed repeatedly until checking of filtering constraint is finished.
Step 6 (pair filtering)
Step 6 rearranges the result to a set of groups of primers, where each group consists of the
primers extracted from the same DNA sequence, by suing the shuffle process of MapReduce.
Step 7 (ranking)
The passed primer pairs might not be equally effective even if they satisfy all the given
constraints. Thus, the final step determines their ranking by calculating a penalty score for
each primer pair.
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DGIST Wins Government-funded
Medical Micro-robot system
Development Project [June 2015]

Interview with
Director Seung-Soo Lee,
Division of Convergence
Research Support [June 2015]
Along with the second inauguration of the President Sung-Chul
Shin in February, DGIST is dressed up in new clothes, reorganizing its
structure for more efficient and strategic operation. The previous four
research divisions are now affiliated to the newly established DGIST
Convergence Research Institute, which is led by Vice President for
Research and Development. A division to support the Institute is newly
introduced as well: Division of Convergence Research Support, which
literally supports the Institute-affiliated departments and divisions in
conducting their convergence researches.
What follow is a brief remix of conversation I had with Director
Seung-Soo Lee of the Division of convergence Research Support, which
well shows a comprehensive strategy in considering the way ahead that
DGIST is heading to achieve true convergence research.

In 2015, the Ministry of Trade, Industry
and Energy (MOTIE) announced 8 teams

private investment, in next 4 years.
“The government’s support towards

for core technology development in Robotics

medical microrobot system development will

Industry. And DGIST was selected for the

encourage DGIST to lead medical microrobot

major project ‘Medical Micro-robot System

research field, along with joint research

Development.’

with Swiss Fedral Institute of Technology

Smart Miro-robot Research Center led

Zürich (ETH),” said Professor Choi, “we will

by Professor Hong-soo Choi (Department of

contribute to erection of Daegu as Medi-city

Robotics, DGIST) will promote the research

by leading the industry and research field of

project, developing medical microrobots and

medical microrobotics.”

a new minimal invasive treatment technology

The project is hosted by DGIST, with

to cure chronic arterial occlusion with

participation of international experts from

blocked arteries.

Drexel University (US), Hanyang University,

Furthermore, the center plans to develop

Sogang University, Seoul National University,

microrobot core technology such as two- and

KIST, Samsung Medical Center, The Catholic

three-dimensional medical filming, remote

University of Korea-St. Mary’s Hospital,

robots for minimal exposure to radioactivity

Seoul National University Hospital (Bundang,

and more minimized pain of chronic arterial

Korea), DK Medical Systems, KRTech.

occlusion treatment.
For the project, the Smart Micro-robot

Also, internationally renowned robotics
expert, Professor Bradley J. Nelson (ETH,

Research Center will receive total of 16

Switzerland) and Professor Minjun Kim

billion won, including 12 billion won from

(Drexel University, Korea) will participate to

the MOTIE, 1.2 billion won from Daegu

produce high-quality medical microrobots.

Metropolitan city, and 1 billion won from
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Please describe the role of Division of Convergence Research Support, and
that of yourself as the head of the division.
Through the reorganization, the previous research divisions are now promoted to
become DGIST Convergence Research Institute and the institute is directed by Vice
President for Research and Development.
Division of Convergence Research Support exists for overall support for flexible
research in research divisions and centers. Going beyond the mere supports towards
research, which we has provided in the past, however, the Division will strive to create
more research plans and strategies such as designing future direction of the research
institute, and to attract new and competitive research centers.
DGIST’s flagship centers are now bonded together under the sole institute, DGIST
Convergence Research Institute, and this means that researchers and faculty members
now have more approachable and various opportunity to collaborate and harmonize.
Therefore, Division of Convergence Research Support will put in our best effort

for the research divisions and centers to strive
for international excellence through cooperation
and friendly competitions. Also, we will actively
involve them in creating more research outputs to
lead domestic industry and national science and
technology.
Please elaborate on‘Intercommunication and
Appreciation relay’.
Happy Hour Classic will be the very first step to
dissolve the glass barriers within DGIST members. It is
about introductions and communication between new
centers under DGIST Convergence Research Institute
and existing research divisions.
The second round of relay is Share Together Seminar
for Convergence, a standing seminar to share
technologic insights and recent research of each field.
This event will encourage researchers
The third round will be DGIST Sports Day, through
which a healthy and enjoyable research culture will
be formed.
Any further comments?
I often walk around our campus. Looking at the
cutting-edge buildings and well-harmonizing garden,
I feel very proud of the institute, and great happiness
comes along.
Today, we have incomparable hardware- and we
need to build matching concrete contents. Just like
how DGIST members achieved rapid progress in
last 10 years, they will continuously accelerate a
bright future with passion and effort in convergence
research.
In the past, the vision of world-leading convergence
university seemed remote, but now I realized that the
dream actually can come true. I hope all the DGIST
members feel the same pride as I do.
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Professor Cheil Moon
Uses Saliva to Detect Dementia
[July 2015]

[October 2015]

Many people have envisioned the world with more convenient medical systems. Through a
newly promoted research project, these things may closer to our real life. Professor Cheil Moon
(Department of Brain and Cognitive Sciences) is conducting a research to enable people to
examine themselves to detect adult diseases like dementia, hyperlipidemia and diabetes, using
their own saliva and nasal mucus.

Q.

Please describe your research
plan on self-detection system
of dementia, hyperlipidemia and
diabetes using saliva and nasal
mucus.
Our team aims to develop self-detection
system for regular monitoring of disease,
processing saliva and nasal mucus in
detection devices such as blood-sugar tester.
As an adult disease has to be found early
for effective treatment, we would like to
enable an easy at-home detection using noninvasive samples like saliva and nasal mucus.
Through the preceding research using
animals with dementia, we identified biomarker within their olfactory epithelium
indicating the disease ascends noticeably,
compared to that within normal animal’s
olfactory epithelium. Based on this
experiment, we previously proposed
possibility of developing fundamental
technology for early diagnosis of dementia.
My research team and I will apply such
technology to discover and examine
different types of bio-marker to determine
adult diseases. Furthermore, we will proceed

onto production of sensor prototypes and
clinical trials, which will lead to utilization
of the technology.

Q.

What made you to start this
research and what are the
expected effects?
In today’s aging society, adult diseases are
rapidly rising as a huge social problem.
Since it is hard to fully recover from such
diseases once it’s occurred, research on early
detection is indispensable.
In order to detect and cure adult diseases,
patients had to visit clinics and go through
invasive examinations using cerebrospinal
fluid (for dementia) and blood (for
hyperlipidemia and diabetes). This led
to pending treatment due to complex
examination method.
Moreover, filming brain MRI for diagnosis
costs huge amount of money, and it has
been impossible to regularly monitor
hyperlipidemia, therefore missing “golden
time” to treat the diseases. Also, diabetes
patients faced inconvenience of regularly
collecting blood sample in invasive way.

Our self-detection system will enable
patients to recognize disease early and easily
in non-invasive method, hence allowing
them to ask for experts’ help while it is yet
to be spread. Needless to mention large
decrease in cost for long-term treatment and
nursery.

Q.

What development will you
tracking most closely in the
future?
Adult disease requires regular detection and
monitoring. I would like to develop and
utilize the fundamental technology for early,
non-invasive detection of adult diseases,
based on developing diagnosing sensor,
devices and monitoring platform.
In addition, I am currently developing
patent registration on bio-marker analyzing
methodology for cranial nerve disease
detection, and development of diagnostic
kit. Starting with such, I will continuously
work on utilization of self-detection system
for adult diseases.

The research are jointly proceeded with Professor Yeong-bae Lee (Gachon
University Gil Medical Center), Professor Jiyoon Kang (Center for
Biomicrosystems, KIST), Professor Sang-hyo Kim (College of BioNano
Science, Gachon University), Professor Min-gon Kim(department of Physics
and Photon Science, GIST).
The research team receives 4.25 billion KRW (approximately 3.64 million
USD) in total for 5 years, supported by the National Research Foundation of
Korea (NRF).
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Low-cost CZTSSe Thin-film
Solar Cell Technology
DGIST Convergence Research Center for Solar Energy succeeded in developing CZTSSe thin-film solar cell
of power conversion efficiency of 12.3%, the best in the nation and the near-best in the world. RF magnetron
sputtering method, open to industrialization, is the key to success.

Dr. Dae-Hwan Kim (Convergence

as indium and gallium. Such improvement

Cheong(department of Physics, Sogang

Research Center for Solar Energy, DGIST)

enabled its low-cost production and

University), Professor Wol-ryum Jo(Ehwa

and his research team revealed that the

optimization in industrialization.

Womens University), Professor JunHo

newly developed CZTSSe thin-film solar

Kim(Incheon National University) and

cell, composed of copper, zinc, tin and

So far, the world-highest power conversion

Professor Chanwook Jeon(Yeungnam

chalcogenide, has replaced indium and

efficiency in CZTSSe thin-film cell is 12.6%

University) since year 2012. Every year, they

gallium with zinc and tin. Having basis on

achieved by IBM (USA). However, the

have been challenging their own record on

earth-abundant elements, the affluently

industrialization has still been a closed book

efficiency of RF magnetron sputtering, and

reserved elements in nature, is the major

due to its reliance on highly toxic hydrazine

finally achieved development of the original

characteristic of CZTSSe thin-film solar cell.

solution in production process.

technology of the near-world-best efficiency

CZTSSe thin-film solar cell is internationally

Dr. Kim’s research team jointly researched

recognized for haring advantage against the

CZTSSe thin-film solar cell based on

“For long time we have been fighting against

existing CIGS thin-film solar cell, as low-cost

RF magnetron sputtering together with

challenges and therefore accumulated know-

elements replaced expensive elements such

research teams of Professor Hyeonsik

hows, based on which we will continue

and easy industrialization.

research on the worldbest power conversion
efficiency of solar cell
using earth-abundant
elements,” said Dr. Kim,
“we aim to obtain 16% of
the efficiency in two to
three years, and therefore
increase possibility of
industrialization.”
The achievement is published on internationally
renowned academic
journals, such as Progress
in Photovoltaics,
Chemistry of Materials,
Nanoscale, Solar Energy
Materials & Solar Cells.
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Live Long and Well:

Mutant Caenorhabditis
Elegans thinks itself

A New Tool to Predict Healthspan

“Still Hungry”

[November 2015]

[October 2015]

The search for ways to stop or reverse the aging process has been a near-obsession for many
researchers and scholars. How to live a longer and healthier life, in other words, improving
“lifespan” and “healthspan” is a real big issue for every human being.

DGIST Fellow Hong-Gil Nam (Center for Plant
rofessor Kim’s research team

which cause metabolic diseases like

has been carrying out studies

obesity or diabetes and developing

on ontogenesis of c. elegans,

their treatments,” explained Professor

which has earned a wide acclaim as

Kim, “especially, we expect to provide

an experiment model. The C. elegans

new clues for finding new functions of

is known to stop ontogenesis—the

insulin and for verifying role of insulin.

P

origination and development of an
organism—and go into dormancy when

jointly conducted with Professor Piali

it experiences a rapid increase of entity

Sengupta (Brandeis University, USA),

and lack of prey during ontogenesis.

and DGIST PhD candidate Ji-Soo Park

Genetically screening such

A research team led by
Professor Kyuhyung Kim
(Department of Brain and
Cognitive Sciences) became
the first to discover a mutant
Caenorhabditis Elegans
(hereinafter C. elegans). This
free-living and transparent
nematode shows unusual
metabolic state similar to
starving while it is already
well-fed.

Meanwhile, the research was

and Integrated MS-PhD candidate

behavior, however, the research team

Myeon-Jin Hong, both from DGIST

discovered mutant C. elegans, which

Department of Brain and Cognitive

goes into dormancy while there is a

Sciences, supported by DGIST Flagship

lot of prey around. They proved that

general business, National Research

such mutant C. elegans totally losts its

Foundation of Korea, Ministry of

functions in CaMKI gene, a Calcium-

Science, ICT and Future Planning,

and-calmodulin-dependent protein

and POSCO TJPark Foundation. On

kinase important for function and

September 3(Thu), their findings are

genesis of neuron.

published on eLIFE (on-line edition),

According to the research team,
insulin secretion of these mutant C.

one of the renowned biology journal.
The Department of Brain and

elegans drops remarkably while they are

Cognitive Sciences pursues research

well-fed. Especially, activity of its food-

on brain without restriction of fields

sensory neuron increases as if it is in a

through creative and convergence

famished state.

education and research. The research

Furthermore, the research revealed

jointly researched with the Princeton University’s

dropped under certain value.
The research team, examining DAF-2 mutant

research team to create a new technology to predict

without insulin receptor, proved that control of insulin

human lifespan. Fellow Nam’s research team focused

signal transmission process contributes to improvement

on aging of Caenorhabditis elegans roundworms (C

of physical performance as well as increase of lifespan.

elegans) and relative change in its physical performance

This signifies control of insulin signal transmission can

to make more accurate predictions. They discovered

eventually result in healthy extension of lifespan.

that typical longevity-regulating gene, insulin receptor

The research is expected to provide a major clue

gene (DAF-2) acts not only for regulating lifespan, but

for finding new gene that could control physical

also for regulating healthspan significantly.

performance degradation, further improving

Changes in physiological function and regulation
correlating to life quality and cycle of plant have long

understandings on aging process.
Health-span regulating factors (insulin signal

been under the veil. Fellow Nam’s research team further

transmission system, mituchondria within muscle)

developed the question to animal aging, and researched

discovered by this research are evolutionally well-

on physical condition and quality of life.

preserved from C elegans to human so that the research

Animal aging research has been focused on search
of a gene which can extend lifespan, but research for
comprehension of aging process and measuring it has
been insignificant.
Fellow Nam’s research team experimentally proved

result would greatly contribute to future development
of human health-span regulator gene and material.
“While the lifespan research is still important,
especially this research, health-span research holds
promise for revealing a new clue to understand a

that Maximum Velocity (MV) measurement of C

mechanism, which controls quality of lifespan, or

elegans, compared to previously reported mean velocity

further approaching health-span.” explains Fellow Nam,

measurement, is relatively suitable for genetic physical

“as Health-span regulating factors are evolutionally

performance evaluation, excluding surrounding

well-preserved in organism, the research result from

environment factor.

C elegans will contribute to future human aging and

In addition, they revealed that C elegans MV

health-span research.”

highlights brain diseases and their

that specific sensory neuron secretes

treatments, which are increasing along

insulin-like hormones depending on its

with rapidly aging society and material

metabolic state.

civilization. Also, Department of

“Researching on C. elegans, we

Aging Research-IBS, DGIST) and his research team

decreases with aging, and it cannot be recovered once

Brain and Cognitive Sciences aims at

newly verified metabolic functions

development of convergence technology

of human CaMKI gene. Our findings

to create brand-new brain industry.

could be applied to verifying genes
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Bird embryo
health state
now detectable
from spawn
to hatch

A Brand-new Approach
to Mass Production of
Eco-friendly Hydrogen Energy

Measurement of blood flow of egg embryo will
contribute to developmental biology as well as peripheral
vascular research. Automated robotic blood flow
measuring system with higher speed and accuracy
will largely boost up poultry industry as well.

[December 2015]

[December 2015]

DGIST Professor Jong-Sung Yu (Department

agents, magnesium and hydrogen gas. This is to

of Energy Systems Engineering) newly introduced

maximize the active site formed by deficiency of

a highly active and stable synthesis method to

oxygen, and control formation of recombination

overcome limits of existing energy production

center.

method.

DGIST Professor Cheol Song (Department of Robotics Engineering) and
Professor Kijoon Lee (School of Undergraduate Studies) jointly developed new
technology to measure blood flow of egg embryo anytime within incubating
period (21 days). The finding will contribute to more accurate examination of
bird embryo, and therefore enable mass production of healthier birds.
Currently, most poultry farmers use candling, shedding light on embryo’s
blood vessels within 7 days after incubating to detect life state of egg embryos.
However, using this manual and time-consuming method, the entire period
of growth could not be examined. Although various techniques have been
invented as supplement, there is a limitation due to its high costs.
Applying Diffuse Speckle Contrast Analysis (DSCA), the research team
examined speckles found when laser beam scatters through biopsy tissues, and
succeeded in determining blood flow velocity of egg embryos.

Black TiO2 helps stable formation of oxygen

So far, researches for visible light-assisted

vacancy and increase of electric conductivity, and

hydrogen production are mostly based on Titania

further contributes to development of photoactive

TiO2) which is eco-friendly and relatively cheap.

materials, fuel cell, secondary battery, sensor and

However, TiO2’s photoactivity under visible rays

more.

(a large portion of sunlight) is not as excellent

“The achievement will provide a new clue for

as it is under ultraviolet rays, and therefore lacks

development of visible light-assisted hydrogen

practicality.

production, as well as application of various

Professor Yu overcame the obstacle by

emerging materials,” said Professor Yu, “by eco-

development of black TiO2. This compound of

friendly mass production of hydrogen at low cost,

magnesium and hydrogen contains less oxygen

we expect to open a new chapter of hydrogen

than existing white TiO2. With high photokinesis

economy.”

and stability, black TiO2 is expected to rise as
new visible light-assisted photoactive material.
The new approach to prepare highly active
and stable black TiO2 uses two strong reducing

Supported by the Ministry of Education,
Science and Technology, the research was
published on Energy & Environmental Science
(SCI IF: 20.523) online, November 21(Sat) 2015.

Blood flow is observed to increase as embryo develops, and decrease
as embryo is continuously chilled. Also, the location of embryo within egg
significantly affects its blood flow.
Such technology is expected to determine the egg embryo’s health
condition and life state early and accurately, and therefore prevent contamination of other eggs within the same incubator.
“Measurement of blood flow of egg embryo will contribute to developmental biology as well as peripheral vascular research,” said Professor Song,
“automated robotic blood flow measuring system with higher speed and
accuracy will largely boost up poultry industry as well.”
Professor Lee said, “Knowing health condition of egg embryo in its early
state may lead to less economic loss of poultry industry.” He added, “As DSCA
technology enables non-invasive blood flow evaluation in cerebral cortex, it
will greatly affect brain and cognitive science research.”
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Message from
nd
DGIST’
s 2 President
Sung-Chul Shin
[March 2015]

On March 9, as his second term, Dr. Sung-Chul Shin takes office as the second president
of DGIST after more than 20 years at the Korea Advanced Institute of Science and
Technology—first as a physicist and faculty member; next as director of Center for
Nanospinics of Spintronic Materials; then as vice-dean of student affairs, and ultimately as
the university’ vice president. In anticipation of his initiatives and leadership for DGIST’s
future, we would like to introduce several messages covered in his inauguration address.

O

ur dear colleagues and
students:

DGIST was completely desolate when I first
joined here four years ago. Thankfully, through
the exclusive support of the government and your
efforts and devotion, DGIST has made splendid
advancement despite challenges along the way in
the 4 years since its founding as a university.
Today I am privileged to be here and reminded
of all those who have trusted and supported me.
Delivering my second inaugural address, I will
take that trust and sense of responsibility in a
stern mission given by the nation to more solidify
the foundation to achieve our great vision ‘to
become a world-leading convergence university.’
In this regards, I pledge that I will do all that I
can to take the university on to a path to achieve
our vision, especially with seven initiatives I will
describe shortly.

First, our strategic focus should be
strengthening and completing our innovative
undergraduate program.
Our undergraduate school, which was established
in 2014, adopted for the first time in our nation
‘a single college without departments’ system. I
indeed heard many concerns from both inside and
outside our community when I first proposed the
idea, however, DGIST has already cast aside those
concerns proving its success: DGIST continues
to receive more outstanding applicants from our
country and abroad marking a competition ratio
of 10:1, and our undergraduates responded to
a course evaluation survey said that they were
satisfied overall with their courses and DGIST’s
education system, gaining an average 92 percent
satisfaction rate last year. I am confident that our
innovative system—‘3C’ educational philosophy
(Creativity, Contribution, Care), teaching faculty
fully dedicated to undergraduate education,
self-developed electronic textbooks—well
differentiated ourselves from other universities,
deriving such a high satisfaction score from our
students at the same time. Those innovations
have all played a role in building our reputation.
Despite our short history, the excellence of our
program was evidenced by an enrollment of all
203 students who participated at the Pre-DGIST
Orientation.
Later on, our university will digitalize the
textbooks and class materials for all curricula
and lead digital-based undergraduate
education. Our well-rounded curriculum is
designed for undergraduate students to acquire
extensive knowledge on basic science and
engineering, receiving education on liberal
arts, entrepreneurship, leadership, music and
taekwondo at the same time until their junior
year. The curriculum then allows students to
choose their track in their senior class, so that
they can receive a track-customized education.
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We are preparing to implement the UGRP
(Undergraduate Group Research Program) to
foster convergence research abilities in junior
and senior students, and the ‘(tentative) UGRP
Operation Committee’ will be also launched for a
more certain settlement of the program.

The second challenge ahead is a settlement of
world-class graduate school departments based
on convergence research.
Our graduate school has six departments under
the six strategic fields called ‘MIREBraiN,’ which
are Emerging Materials (M), Information &
Communication Engineering (I), Robotics
Engineering (R), Energy Systems Engineering
(E), Brain Science (B), and New Biology (N). As
we move forward, DGIST must develop global
competitiveness in those departments. For
this, we will recruit the best faculty to DGIST,
especially senior faculty members who are now
scientific authorities in those areas.

Third, we will strengthen the research institute
and operate it more efficiently.
Our research agenda ought to excavate several
Flagship Projects—which are meant to embody
DGIST’s Research Institute—so that the institute
can earn global recognition as a competitive
research group. … Moreover, much larger
cooperative research projects will be encouraged
rather than small-sized research projects which
have been conducted individually.

Fourth, DGIST has to differentiate itself as a
vanguard of the Creative Economy Model.
DGIST, despite our short history, has the second
highest start-up reserves in the nation with
9 technology-based joint ventures—which
DGIST invests its own developed technology as
contributed capital to establish a joint venture
company. We must continuously endeavor to
foster those joint ventures so that DGIST will be
a role model in realizing the Creative Economy,
invigorating commercialization of technologies.

Fifth, we have to strive for the construction of a
complete bilingual campus.

Among the pledges I set out during the first
presidential inauguration, establishing a bilingual
campus is still a work in progress. This is mainly
because of the lack of verbal communications in
English, although there has been more progress
in terms of bilingual documentation. Being global
requires a bilingual campus be built first. We
need to ensure that our international members—
faculty, researchers, and students—feel the same
satisfaction and comfort in their campus lives.

Sixth, we have to acknowledge our need for
extending business via the Development of
Innovation & Entrepreneurship (I&E) Zone.
Currently, we have secured 331,000㎡ of land

respectively for the Research Zone and Education
Zone. If facilities with strategic focus on
technology innovation and commercialization
are added to our campus, followed by the
existing education and research facilities, our
campus will be transformed into an ideal place
where education, research, and business coexist.
For this four-year term, I am planning to
construct 331,000㎡ of I&E Zone with various
convergence research centers for developing
innovative technologies. Also, many start-up
ventures will be fostered at this zone, invigorating
commercialization of self-developed technologies.

Lastly, we must continue to develop our unique
spirits and advanced culture.
‘Intercommunication,’ ‘Gratitude,’ and ‘Care’
will be solidified as DGIST cultures. Good solid
organizational communication eliminates barriers
and resolves problems. Give compliments.
Encourage each other. Express your gratitude. …
Care for others has been emphasized in advanced
communities and also as one of DGIST’s
educational philosophies.
Our university’s motto is ‘small but strong’. Year
after year, DGIST will experience increases in
the number of its members—about 600 faculty
& staff, and 2,000 students—and some might say
this is still small when compared to other worldrenowned universities. … But as long as each one
of us tries our best to slowly but surely make a
new legacy here, those small changes will come
together and make our institute a small giant. I
shall share with you one of my sources inspiration
for the vision of DGIST. I draw these insights
from the Korean poet Cho Dong-hwa.

One bloomed flower by Cho Dong-hwa
You say one bloomed flower cannot be seen
in a field of grass,
But when each bloomed flower comes together,
The field of grass turns into a garden of flowers.
You say one reddening leaf cannot be seen
in a green forest,
But when all the leaves turn from green to red,
You will know that autumn is near
This poem aptly applies to DGIST. Consider this
modification when you think of DGIST:
You say one hardworking individual cannot
make a difference,
But when each hardworking individual
comes together,
The foundation of DGIST will turn from
sand to stone.
You say one person who gives their all
cannot make a difference,
But when everyone starts to give their all,
You will know that DGIST is the world’s leading
research-oriented university.
Thank you.
March 9, 2015
DGIST President Sung-Chul Shin
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Getting Closer to DGIST:
Pre-DGIST and Matriculation Ceremony

Graduation:

Another Journey starts from Today

[February 2015]

[January 2015]

On a day of celebration and achievement, Dr. Sung-Chul Shin, President of DGIST, told DGIST graduates to not
forget that the present is the product of the past but it is also the seed for the future. President Shin said, “How you deal
with your current position will determine your future. … You should not be satisfied with the information you have
acquired, but keep learning to deepen your knowledge in your fields of study.”

Pre-DGIST for
undergraduate
students

From 11th to 24th of January,
DGIST has thrown Pre-DGIST for
entering freshmen to enrich their
knowledge on basic sciences and
to help them successfully adapt to
college life. During the two weeks of program, 172 of entering students
took lectures on various fields—including Physics, Mathematics,
Chemistry, Biology, Humanities, and etc.—to be prepared for the
upcoming spring semester.
Not only that, the students participated in intensive English classes as
a preparation for the FGLP (Freshmen Global Leadership Program)*. To
evaluate their improvement, they took TOEFL exams at the beginning
and the end of this 2-week program.
Students closely met DGIST President Sung-Chul Shin through
his special lecture. In his lecture titled ‘DGIST Campus Life Heading
towards 21st Global Leader,’ President Shin emphasized the MVP
Spirit—Mission, Vision, and Passion—to become talented global leaders.
Following his lecture, Professor Jan-Anders Manson (École Poly
technique Fédérale de Lausanne) inspired and advised the students
through his lecture. Under the title of ‘Science & Technology in Sports,’
Professor Manson discussed how science and technology significantly
contributed to the athletic records and fair play. The various examples
including his recent research on protective scoring system applied to
Taekwondo uniform motivated soon-to-be freshmen to grow passion in
convergence study and research.
*FGLP: a summer abroad program for undergraduate students to give
them opportunities to study their preferred field at world’s prestigious
universities like Johns Hopkins University, Stanford University and UC
Berkeley.
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On March 2nd, DGIST welcomed
future science leaders at the
Commencement Ceremony. Total 305
students newly joined DGIST, including
203 undergraduates and 102 graduates.
Among the newly matriculated 102 graduate students, 13 are
international talents from 8 countries: Bangladesh, Canada, China,
India, Iran, Nepal, Thailand, and Vietnam (in alphabetical order). As of
March 2015, 37 international students from 11 countries are studying
and working in DGIST: 22 students, 10 researchers, and 5 faculty
members.
“I first joined DGIST as researcher, and soon was fascinated by
DGIST’s study and research environment,” said doctoral student
Goudu Sandhya Rani (Department of Emerging Materials Science,
DGIST) from India, “I love adventurous and convergence research
environment of DGIST, therefore decided to apply for PhD program to
expand my expertise.”
A Vietnamese doctoral student Tran Thanh Nhan (Department of
Energy System Engineering, DGIST) said he was attracted to DGIST
for its great facilities and distinguished professors who are always
open for discussion. “After becoming a member, I realized DGIST
provides more opportunities than I expected. DGIST provides not
only great research opportunities, but also cultural and extracurricular
opportunities such as guitar concert and on-campus fitness center.
Also, distinctive seminars held by each department encourages me
to learn better outside my research field,” said Tran, “During my
research, I hope to cooperate with faculty of internationally renowned
universities and learn better about various research fields. My future
goal is to become a leader in the field of my study and contribute to the
development of my home country.”
In the matriculation address, President Sung-Chul Shin advised
the entering students to practice convergence of disciplines at the
university. President Shin said, “From many reports predicting future
technology trends, it is said that technological innovation in the 21st
century will emerge at the interface of different studies. In this regard,
you will have to develop convergent thinking while studying and
researching to become a leading scientist in your future.”

Matriculation
Ceremony

At the ceremony, held on February
13(Fri), 40 Master’s Degree candidates
threw graduation cap into the air.
Among them, Paul Otten (M.S.,
Information and Communication
Engineering)’s face seems to be the
brightest of all, with double happiness in
his hand.
Paul Otten demonstrated

exceptionally outstanding academic
result, and eventually earned the honor
of Ministry of Science, ICT and Future
Planning (MSIP) Minister’s Award.
“It is my honor to receive this award
in recognition of academic excellence
as well as general accomplishments
demonstrated throughout my master’s
degree,” Paul Otten said. His paper was
published at SOCA (Service-Oriented
Computing and Applications) 2014 in
Japan organized by IEEE (Institute of
Electrical and Electronics Engineers)
under the title ‘Automating Stroke
Patient Evaluation using Sensor Data
and SVM.’ The stroke patient evaluation
system that he created help doctors
to determine patients’ status using
sensors and micro cameras without
their own presence, and therefore
saves approximately 30 minutes of

doctors’ time per patients. Not only
that, for entire time, he worked fairly
independent with minimal support from
advisor. The experiment and technical
component of project is all arranged
by himself. His initiative research
methodology positively affected gaining
the award.
He joined DGIST two years ago.
For the first year he worked on various
projects with different lab members, and
in the beginning of the second year, he
met his co-advisor and started to discuss
about how to help disabled people
with sensor technology. Paul added,
“Such convergence of Information
technology and robotics were possible
because DGIST very much encourages
convergence research. Basically I could
work on my thesis with great freedom
and supports from members of DGIST.”

You have read a story of Paul Otten graduated in February 2015. Meanwhile, Year 2015 was
particularly significant and more meaningful for us at DGIST because it has seen its first two
graduates successfully complete the PhD programs in August : Dr. Jakkid Sanetuntikul and Dr.
Kriangsak Ketpang (Department of Energy Systems Engineering).
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DGIST highlights
bilingualism
to go global
Establishment of bilingual campus is one of DGIST’s core strategies to become a world-leading
convergence university. “Being global requires a bilingual campus to be built first. We need to ensure
that our international members–faculty, researchers, and students–feel the same satisfaction and
comfort in their campus lives as in their homeland,” said President Sung-Chul Shin in his second
inauguration speech, emphasizing the importance of establishing bilingual campus. DGIST is taking
conative action to achieve this goal.

Bilingual Administrative System
DGIST’s first step to build a bilingual campus is an establishment of
bilingual administrative system to support its education and research.
All administrative staffs have strong command of English, producing
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all administrative forms and important announcements in both English
and Korean languages. In order to further develop administrative staffs’
English language skill, DGIST Human Resources Team provides on-line
and off-line learning opportunities, as well as overseas training program.

Souvenirs collected
from oversea universities
and institutes

Global Lounge
To help DGIST members improve their language proficiency, Global
Lounge is now open since May 20, 2015. As an ‘English Only Zone,’
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all visitors are asked to communicate with each other in English at the

members find and report any documents and web pages

students and the beginner-level and intermediate-level classes

lounge. For fun and easy learning, various materials—including games

provided only in Korean. In this way, international members

each train international members to learn Korean language of

like Chess, Quoridor, Wii and reading materials such as Nature and

and even people from outside can receive more comprehensible

their own level. The class is open to registered graduate students

Readers’ Digest—are prepared as well. Furthermore, visitors can watch

documents and announcement and easily take necessary actions.

and other faculty members and researchers willing to audit the

English TV channels such as BBC, CNN, and National Geographic to

However, the word ‘bilingual campus’ does not only mean

class. And most of the students replied as “Satisfied” or “Very

improve their listening comprehension skill. Over 40 people are visiting

Korean members speak fluent English. To establish a complete

Satisfied” at the satisfaction survey of Fall 2014.

the Global Lounge every day, showing their enthusiasm to practice

bilingual campus environment, international members should

DGIST will make continuous efforts to help all members,

English.

have the least difficulty in communicating in Korean language

regardless of their nationalities, until everyone can carry out his

as well. To achieve both goals, DGIST runs Language Exchange

study or work without any difficulty in the campus.

Bilingual Campus Programs

Program and Korean language classes as well. The language

International Affairs Team, playing a key role in establishment of

exchange program is basically one-to-one program, which pairs

bilingual campus, launched several bilingual campus programs. For

a Korean member and an international member together to

example, Bilingual Campus Monitoring Team supports administration by

teach each other’s language. In addition, International Affairs

monitoring DGIST English websites, announcements and administrative

Team provides Korean language class for international students.

forms which target international members. The monitoring team

The class has been mandatory course for graduate school
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Growing as a real
global university:
various supports for
international members

A

s DGIST recruits more and

aims to establish better environment for

providing English counselling service

more international talents, the

its international members so that they

and support for campus life. A staff with

institute has been launching

can adapt to campus life and gain better

high English proficiency stays in Global

various support programs to help their

understandings on Korean culture by

Lounge to help international members

successful settlement.

providing English counselling service,

with administrative problems, and to

cultural excursion, regular meetings

help Korean members improve their

and bilingual programs.

English speaking skill. From the second

Currently, 43 international
members—5 faculty members, 11
researchers, and 27 students—are
studying or working at DGIST. DGIST

Since the opening of Global
Lounge on April 2015, DGIST has been

semester of 2015, orientation for new
international member has taken place.

Aiming at improving excellence of

Fall semester, 15 DGIST members are

a bridge between international and

research and study by understanding

learning Korean, English, Japanese,

Korean members.

Korean culture better, on September

Chinese languages as well as relative

12(Sat) 2015, 17 international members

culture. This successfully subsidizes

International Food Festival, 250 DGIST

and their family members visited Jeonju

Korean language class. Taking a

members and local residents visited

Folk village for cultural excursion.

step forward, language exchange

having great time trying international

During the cultural excursion, 18

program may progress in short term as

foods and sharing culture. An Indian

people from 8 countries socialized and

international buddy program, in which

participant and a Ph.D candidate

experienced Korean cultural activities

Korean members of DGIST and help

Saurav Sorcar (Department of Energy

like ceramic pot making, traditional

international members with difficulties

System Engineering, DGIST) recalled

musical instrument playing and visiting

with campus life.

the event that “International Food

night market.
Officially held twice a year, Regular
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Festival was a great chance to

2-day long annual festival, ‘DGIST

introduce our culture and values to

meeting with international members

Moonlight Festival’ has begun. This

Korean people. Food is a melting pot

is another DGIST International Affairs

year for DGIST was a bit more special

containing a nation’s own culture and

Team and international members

as international members opened their

spirit; I hope our food can be a trigger

gather 4 times a year to discuss life in

booth to enjoy ‘International Food

for growing interest in India.”

DGIST and how it can be improved.

Festival’.

Bilingual Campus Monitoring Team
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On November 3, the university’s

During the two days of

The festival is designed for cultural

Not only that, practicing DGIST’s
3C values (Creativity, Contribution,

is one of the output of this regular

exchange and better understanding

Care), the international participants

meeting. Recognizing the international

between DGIST’s international

donated 50% of the profits for

members’ problems with un-

members and Korean members,

“Thermometer of love”, a fund-raising

bilingualized documents, International

promote diversity among students

activity held by DGIST Dormitory

Affairs Team organized Bilingual

and the entire community. With

Committee. The donation was delivered

Campus Monitoring Team to monitor

a support of international Affairs

to Dalseong Briquette Bank to make

documents and notices targetting

Team, international members cooked

our neighbors’ home as warmer place

international members, and report

and served one to three kinds of

through briquette donation.

to International Affairs Team which

their traditional foods. For this year,

supports their bilingualization.

13 International members from 5

provide higher quality of welfare to its

In the future, DGIST plan to

On September 2015, DGIST newly

countries participated in this festival:

international members by launching

launched language exchange program.

Vietnam, Egypt, India, Pakistan, and

English-only social clubs and more

Each semester, one international

Bangladesh. Also, members from

developed cultural events. Starting

member and one or two Korean

an undergraduate international

with International Food Festival 2015

members are group together to learn

association “Tajisaram” joined to

designated on November

each other’s language. Within 2015

cook and sell food together, acting as
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President Shin,

He suggested three key directions—Convergence Innovation,
Collaborative Innovation, Creative Talent Innovation—to lead

His Keynote Speech
at Korea-China S&T
Innovation Forum [December 2015]

the Creative Economy, surpassing the $20,000 income trap.

The first key is Convergence Innovation. “Many reports predicting
future technology trends state that technological innovation

Science & Technology
Innovation for Promoting
a Creative Economy in Korea

in the 21st century will merge at the interface with different
studies,” explained President Shin. It’s been said over than 95% of
future technology will be based on NBIC field, which is emerging
technological fields including nanotechnology, biotechnology,
information technology, and cognitive science.

Second Key is Collaborative Innovation, which emphasizes collaboration
On December 10, Korea-China S&T Innovation Forum,

between university, industry, and research institute. Compared to

President Shin began his speech by introducing Korea’s

co-hosted by the Korea∙ China Science and Technology

miraculous advancement of the last half century. He said, “Korea

‘technology transfer income to research expenses ratio’ in U.S., the ratio

Cooperation Center and the China Association for Science

is the only nation that achieved industrialization, democratization,

of Korea’s universities records nearly one-third (0.92%) and research

and Technology, was held in Beijing, China. DGIST President

informatization, and globalization in such a short term. We achieved

institutes record only 16% (1.69%) of the U.S. In terms of number of

Sung-Chul Shin was invited as a keynote speaker to share his

phenomenal compressed economic growth from the poorest country
to one of the World’s Top 10 Economies. Not only that, it is the only

technology ventures per institute, Korea records 0.6, which is only 16%

insightful comments and knowledge.
More than 150 people—including scientists, experts, and

of U.S. and 32% of Europe institutes. In this regard, an importance of

nation that transitioned from an Aid-Recipient country to a Donor

policy makers of two countries—participated at the forum.

Country, and is the seventh country to join the 20-50 club. These

Standing at the podium, President Shin began his speech

advancement is even referred to as ‘The Miracle on the Han River.’ I

under the theme ‘Science & Technology Innovation for

believe we can continue this tremendous advancement and lead the

Promoting a Creative Economy in Korea.’

world with the further development in science and technology.”

technology-invested startup company is increased in Korea. An innovative
Startup Model, combining public institute’s advanced technology and
private entities’ management capabilities, is indispensable.

Last Key is Creative Talent Innovation. He explained, “Fostering
the talents of science and technology, in other words, the ‘first
movers’—the talents of knowledge creation who build new disciplines,
new challenges, and new solutions with creativity—not the ‘fast
followers’—who are quick to pick up and imitate good things—will be
the only solution for the nation.”

In addition, he pointed out an importance of establishment of
collaborative network between Korea and China and derived practical
solutions for the related-issue.
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Towards Better DGIST

Looking back on last 11 years of journey
[September 2015]

C PACST

DGIST President
in Korea Presidential Advisory Council
on Science & Technology [December 2015]
From December 18, DGIST President Sung-Chul Shin is
appointed as Vice Chairperson of the Presidential Advisory Council
on Science & Technology (PACST). PACST is a council of nationally
recognized experts in science and technology fields to provide
invaluable advice on the field to the President of the Republic of
Korea.

On September 4(Fri), DGIST held the
11th Anniversary Ceremony at Convention
Hall, E1 building.
During the ceremony, 10 members
(2 faculty members, 3 researchers and 5
administrative staffs) received contribution
award. The contribution award is given to
the members whose achievement led DGIST
to thrive as a world-class convergence
university. This year, for the first time ever,
an international member grasped the award.
Dr. Firoz Khan (researcher, Division of
Nano and Energy Convergence Research)
received contribution award as the first
international winner. He first joined DGIST
in year 2012 from India. His achievement
was recognized for publication of excellent
papers in SCI (Science Citation Index)
journals, as well as exemplary research
attitude and passionate cooperation with
other researchers.
Other than contribution award,
educationally outstanding faculty members
received Excellent Mentor awards, and an
administrative team received innovation
award.
Along with celebration and awarddistribution, DGIST reaffirmed its vision

as the world-leading research convergence
university with its members, based on
nurture of creative global talents and
development of future convergence
technology.
“It is especially more meaningful this
year as DGIST was awarded for the first time
since our foundation a recent benchmark
of excellence from the Korean Government
in recognition of our development.” Said
DGIST president Sung-Chul Shin in his 11th
anniversary commemorative speech. “I am
sure this achievement was made possible
thanks to the effort and devotion of each of
you here today.”
DGIST earned “excellent” from Ministry
of Science, ICT and Future Planning (MSIP)
at 2015 National Research and Development
Evaluation.
Through the evaluation, DGIST earned
credits for its innovative undergraduate
educational system, huge improvement in
management efficiency, large research output
and flexible cooperation and communication
in both internal and external ways.
The most striking strength of DGIST
lies in establishment and stabilization of
technology-based joint venture. DGIST has

established 9 joint ventures, which is the
second-highest number in the nation for a
single institute. Uncovering local industry’s
new growth engine and joint-development
of technology are the major contribution of
DGIST.
Following this, technology-based joint
venture of DGIST obtained high recognition
as well. DGIST’s joint ventures such as Green
Mobility and Pyungwha Research Institute
are selected as excellent venture examples.
DGIST President Sung-Chul Shin
commented that “I am very grateful to
be acknowledged for DGIST’s unique
management approach along with innovative
science education and convergence research,”
resolutely assuring that “rather than standing
by idly at our current place with the simple
satisfaction of achievements, DGIST will put
in our best effort to grow as world-leading
research-oriented university.”
President Shin emphasized innovation
as the key to progress, saying that “only
when DGIST leads the innovation of the
Korean education system, with research and
administration as the spearhead, will we be
able to achieve our goal as world-leading
convergence university.”

PACST is composed of 25 council members, 15 expert committee
members, and the staffs of the secretariat. Led by the Chairperson,
the President of Korea, the council performs an important role in
national development, making S&T policy recommendations based
on each member’s specialties concerning various fields; technology
innovation, R&D personnel, institutional reform, and more.
The Council enables Korea to move toward its goal of achieving
a creative economy, by acting as a bridge connecting the people and
the government. It encourages a continuous communication among
people, government and R&D performers. It also deals with key
national S&T issues and puts forward desirable ways of addressing
them on a long-term basis, in order to strengthen the economy.
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Professor Kyung-jin Kim

Leads Korea Brain
Research Institute

[July 2015]

Brain Conference 2015
Gathers 800 World-renowned
Brain Scientists [July 2015]
for two days, September 11(Fri) and 12(Sat) 2015. The
conference invite 800 people form 7 countries including
international renown scholar on brain science such as
Secretary General Sten Grillner of IBRO (International
Brain Research Organization), Professor Micheal Hoser
(Wellcome Trust Sanger Institute, University of London)
along with KSBN President Woo-taek Oh and DGIST
President Sung-chul Shin.
Especially on this conference, Daegu city together
with Sten Grillner as consultant, held debate about
'building a cluster of up-to-date brain detailed medical
science' work for growing Daegu as a city of national

DGIST Professor Kyung-jin Kim (Brain and Cognitive
Science, DGIST) is appointed as the 2nd President of Korea
Brain Research Institute (KBRI) as of July 17 (Fri) 2015.

Neurobiology at University of Illinois.
Having served as a head of Brain Function Exercise
and Brain Illness Treatment Research Consortium, part of

DGIST Board of Trustees consented appointment of

21st Century Frontier Research & Development Project,

Professor Kim at candidate evaluation meeting held on July

Professor Kim largely contributed to legislation of brain

17 (Fri) 2015.

research encouragement law (1998) and foundation of

KBRI is an affiliated institute of DGIST which is
established in December 2011. The government-funded

KBRI.
Before the appointment, Professor Kim had held

research institute strives to enhance welfare of citizens and

position of President of Korea Brain Society and President

national competence by centralizing research on brain-

of the Korean Society for Brain and Neural Science.

convergence original technologies, aiming at world-leading

Publishing more than 200 papers on domestic and

brain convergence research institute.

international science journals, Professor Kim cliched The

Professor Kim is an internationally renowned scholar
who obtained Bachelor’s degree and Master’s degree
at Seoul National University, and Doctoral degree for
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National Academy of Sciences Award in year 2011.

Internationally renowned experts on brain
neuroscience jointly held brain conference, searching

brain research herb based on Daegu-Gyeongbuk Medical
Innovation complexes development.

for the creation of convergence synergy though mutual

Also, from September 14(Mon) to 19(Sat) 2015,

information exchange, with a discussion for the current

IBRO and ISN (International Society of Neurochemistry)

trend for brain neuroscience research and result.

are running 'IBRO-ISN Academy' together, along with

On September 10(Thu) 2015, KBRI (Korea Brain

national professors from Korea University, Yonsei

Research Institute) holds various international conference

University, POSTECH, inviting 20 selected student of

at brain research institution and information society

master's degree and doctoral degree from all over the

agency along September.

world. Invited students are selected among 105 applicant

For this, KBRI, KSBN (The Korean Society for Brain

from Korea, India, Australia, China and Iran. The school

and Neural Science) and KSND (The Korean Society

is run by two tracks: examining neuro-chemistic aspect

for Neurodegenerative Disease) jointly held the nation’s

of generation of nervous system, and neural circuit

biggest international conference 'Brain Conference 2015'

reconstitution using multi image method.

Professor Kyung-jin Kim officially takes his office for 3
years from July 23 (Thu) 2015 onwards.
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SCIENTIFIC
ENSEMBLE OF
INTERNATIONAL
SCHOLARS

[November 2015]

Students and Researchers Explore DGIST Convergence Research Institute

The conference attracted approximately 1,600

Along with academic presentations and parallel

international scholars and students from 10 countries

sessions organized by 6 departments of DGIST Graduate

including United States, United Arab Emirates, Switzerland,

School, introduction of innovative undergraduate

Sweden, Italy, Belgium, and more. During DGIF 2015,

education programs also took place during the festival.

scholars actively participated in academic presentations
and in-depth discussion on the 6 specialized fields.
As plenary speakers, numerous world-renowned

D GIST Global Innovation Festival 2015
(DGIF) was successfully held from November
19 to 20, 2015. DGIF is a comprehensive
international academic conference on six
strategic education and research areas of DGIST,
which are Emerging Materials, Information and
Communication Engineering, Medical Robots,
Green Energy, Brain Science and New Biology.
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establishment of concrete network between international
scholars and scientific experts, and enhancement of

scholars were invited and gave speeches with interesting

DGIST’s 6 specialties to eventually activate international

topics. On the first day, Professor Schwarts (University

joint researches.

of Pittsburg) explained research achievements that his

Pleanary Speaker, Professor Andrew Schwartz

Based on successful hosting of DGIFs, DGIST aims at

“This year, having the fourth DGIF, DGIST

research team succeeded in realistic, simultaneous control

successfully harmonized an ensemble of world-best

of robotic arms by connecting them with monkey’s

researchers to share unique academic ideas regardless of

brain. He also introduced his plan to further apply of this

their expertise,” said President Sung-Chul Shin, “With the

technology to paralyzed patients. “Brain-machine interface

world-leading scholars and researchers participated at the

research needs your attention and challenge correlating to

event, DGIF 2015 provided an opportunity to show latest

various academic fields such as computer science, medical

trends in science and technology fields and to read future

science, physics,” said Professor Schwartz. Especially, DGIF

direction of the technology development. I do believe

Poster Session attracted approximately 140 researchers and

that DGIF will soon become the world-wide festival

graduate students from the University of Pennsylvania,

where intellectuals from home and abroad can exchange

Johns Hopkins University, Tokyo Institute of Technology,

information, knowledge and insights in their own field,”

UAE Masdar Institute of Science and Technology, DGIST
and KAIST.
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Walk through DGIST
in your own couch:
virtual campus tour opens

DGIST to provide the Nation’s
First Digital Curation
DGIST curators select and
provide information that students,
professors, and researchers are
interested in, by searching, curating
and categorizing the information.
By doing so, they can dig up
information about research, learning,
or culture that's useful for institute
members. This is helpful for users to
get detailed information.
Ever since DGIST’s adoption of
digital curation on October 2014, as
it became successful, more than 10
universities and public institutes have
benchmarked the system.
The institute provides its
education programs, lectures and
seminars by digital curation as
well. Users are using the selected
information via SNS such as
Facebook or Twitters, large media
display in the library, and via on-line
community site within DGIST.
“In 2013, there have been 4
trillion gigabytes of information
available on internet, which is
predicted to increase by 50 times by
DGIST introduced ‘digital curation’ to provide diverse customized information for
the user. DGIST library is the first to use this system in the country.
Curation is defined as act of collection, exhibition, and maintenance of artworks or

DGIST opened virtual campus tour service to explore the campus to the tiniest detail.
From January onwards, anyone can look around 200 places of DGIST campus in panoramic exposure via Virtual Campus Tour
tap on the official website.
The virtual campus tour includes airview of DGIST in different angles, road-view and indoor-view of the lecture rooms and
research labs.
In addition, narration service and more related videos are now available.
For more stories, please visit the virtual campus tour page at http://www.dgist.ac.kr/virtualtour.
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artifacts in museum. As the upgraded version, “Digital Curation” selectively provides
the contents that an user needs among vast information on the internet.
DGIST, using information and communication technology (ICT), established
library constituted with 100% of its contents as E-journals. DGIST aims at pacing up
with cutting-edge publishing technology rapidly becoming digitalized. Furthermore,
to provide user with on-line academic journals and social media, three librarians are
specially placed as curators.

2020”, said Kyeong-Ah Kim, Head of
DGIST Library Management Team,
“In order to serve the library's main
function better, which is to select
and provide essential information
to users among massive amounts
of information, DGIST Library
Management Team ceaselessly
analyses and design better digital
curation.”
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